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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
'VOLtJlfE NUMBER FORTY -BEVEN

THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1918

THIS UTTLE

JOINED

ONE

OUR

CHRISTMAS

SNOW

LOCAL TEACHERS

POST

TO BE

MAS

TEB VAN EYCK; HOLLAND QEBMANS TO CHIEF VAN BY

CAST VOTE THIS

SPBDfO

SUGAR COMPANY RAISES SUGAR BEET PRICES

ASKED
TO VOLUNTEER

TO BE SUB DIVIDED

FOUR MEN BEOISTEB TO BUBALS MUST 00 TO

SIXTY

BANKING

CLUB

GERMAN ALIENS ARE

REGISTRATION LOST
IN THE

NUMBER FIYB

THEIB ASSISTANCE

FABMEBA WILL BE ELATED OYBB
THE ADVANCE GIVEN SY

NEEDED TO

MAKE OCCUPATIONAL CABD
INDEX

The Date for the Beglatration Is Feb
MunicipalElse Uon Oauses Little Ex
dtoment Thus Far ; Registration
Very Light.

with only

COMPANY

LOCAL

The Holland 8t Louis Sugar Factory

ruary 4 Thru to February 9

Soma Twelve or FlfUen Will Be Be

Follows the Instructionof the Gov-

qulred On the Job Each

eminent; Pay* Price Conaid-

Chief Van By received a ruling this

ered Pair 'by U. 8.

morning from Washington relative to
So quiet waa registrationSaturday the registrationof the German aliens
In re«|>on»c to a speeial prorlamation
Manager
McLean of the Hob
that the fact had nearly been lost sight of lower Ottawa County, on the dates issued by President Wilson in aeeord
land-Bt.Louis Hugar Company has anof. No doubt the report was lost some from February 4 to and including Feb- anee with instructionsgiven out b'
nounced that they have raised the
where in the snow and has jiwt been ruary 9,.
Provost Marshal Crowder, the iw-hool price of beets from $H to |9 a ton.
found. The registrationboards from
Those living in Holland City must teachers of Hoi. and will be asked t"
The United States government thru
some of the wards have just made register with th* Chief of I’oliec at the volunteer for a big job under the direcits Food dictator,Mr. Hoover, )mh aet
their returns,getting thru figuring up City Hall. This also applies to the
tion of the draft board in the city hall. a price nn beets vririeh the government
the heavy influx of new voters.
aliens living in Zeeland. However those As noon as the necessary supplies come,
thinks is fair for the growers to exact
In the six wards presided over by six Nvlng nn thc rural loutes going out the board will need from 12 to IS
and this price the Holland company
registrationboards there were 64 vot- from HoUmni nuiflt registerwith Post- teaehers eaeh day until the work ha«
complied with immediately, which givers who signifiedtheir intention byjmaster w,nt q. Van Ejek. Likewise been completed. 8upt. Fell has prom
es the farmers in this vicinity |9 per
registering. Many were voters who those who live on .he rural routes go ised the eod|»eration of the local
ton instead of $H for beets.
Cxne in.^get Bank Books
have moved into town, some who have ! |n£ out, from Zeeland, they must regis school'.
The farmer will in many instaaeel
and put your Children
moved
another,
1 from one ward
J into
,_l*‘
‘L“* but
v''* ter with Postmaster Bon
Ben Kampn
Kampn of
The government is preparing to mak-* reap a better reward than this. Should
the most of them are new voters who Zeeland.
occupational card-index of the men the price of sugar at wholesale exeeed
have reached thc age of majority and
The process of getting an impression who have returned the questionnaires $H per hundred the grower will got at
Putting your children into our Christmu Banking Club is the best will east their first vote for a mayo?, of thc fingers and of the flat of the
the various boards throughoutthe additional compensationon the adand the rest of the city officiate, includ- hand of each of the aliens and a late country. It is proposed to have inform
(financialeducation yon can give them.
vanced price. For instance, if augar
ing six aldermen who are either to pbotogralip of said person will be’ mation on what each registrant is best
should go up to $8.50 per hundred and
They can start with]10 cents, 5 cents, 2 cents or 1 cent and increase be elected or re-electedas the case may
strictly complied with.
fitted for tabulated on cards and filed that average price remains stationery
their deposit the same amount each week.
,
Those aliens who do not registeron at Washingtonso that 14 can be turned this will give the grower an additional
The registrationof but 64 votes go to these dates will bo looked up as being
In 50 weeks:
to instantly. Hitherto the government compensationof 50e per ton. Bhonld
show that very little interestis taken against thc government and for the has waited till 4he men arrived at the
sugar jump to $9 a hundred another
10-CENT CLUB
$127.60
in the spring election thus far. The fatherland and no doubt will be taken camps and then they have been indexed
50c would be added per ton to the keet
5-CENT CLUB
68.76
minds of the people are occupied with eare of by the government officials.
as to occupation.But it is now noces price, and in that case the farmer
2-CEHT CLUB
26.60
more serious things these days and it
:o:
sa ry to have this information long bewould get $10 a ton for that seasoa.
1-CENT CLUB
12.75
win take a bomb shell to awaken them
fore the men arrive in camp.
To those farmers who draw their owa
Or, they can begin with the largest payment first and decrease their out of their municipal electionapathy.
But this ut a big job, so big that it beets to the bins of the company it
.payments each.
There are no great vital questions
would be physically impossible for thc Holland, 50p a ton will be added, givIN
stirringat present in our city govern- A SLIGHT THAW OF A FEW HOUBS draft boards to do the work. Hence
ing •the agriculturalistsltill another
No charge to join -all are welcome.
ment which no doubt also has a bearWAS THE ONLY LET UP IN A
the teachers of the country have been revenue at a time of the year when the
ing on the quietness of things.
We add 4 per cent interest.
[MONTH OF COLD
called upon to give their voluntary teams have the least to do.
Considering the fact that tthere has
service,
in the same way as the lawyers^
Today is- the 31st of January and
Farmers should not lose sight of one
been no registrationin over a year, the
and
the
doctor# wore vailed upon re great thing and that is a market for a
the closing of thc most severe month
registrationof 64 voters in a list of
produce that is establishedat their
month, it is said, in the history of the cently to give their services free.
nearly 2,600 is very small.
The work will require no s|«ei’ial very door. Fnrmere should not be carNational Weather Bureau. It is quite
The registrationby wards follow:—
a eoincidenee that war conditions have training. It will be a mere job of ried away by temporaryhigh pricea reFirst Ward, 7; Second Ward, 9; Third
shaped themselves in such a way that transcribinginformation from teh ques- ceived fom outside eourres because of
Ward, 8; Fourth Ward, 6; Fifth Ward,
the most strenuous fuel conditions*Uo tionnaires 4o rards specially printed the war. By diverting their farm pro22 and Sixth Ward 12.
for that purpose.
duce, taking it away from lornl inetlfell due in this coldest month yet re
As soon as the necessary supplies of tutions, it makes these institutions eufcorded. But for the war, there in no
FLINT TO
ards come the call will be issued and | fpr materially.
| doubt but all would have been provid
then
tho teachers will bo asked to
When tho war is over the farmers
ed with fuel as has been tho case as

C.

next ^fmas
will have.

A

m theClub

be. ‘

PAYS

PAYS
PAYS
PAYS

-

-

TODAY CLOSES
MOST STORMY MONTH
FORTY YEARS

Holland City State Bank

HAVE A
FURNACE ORDINANCE

-

Flint, Michigan,thru its health of- long as can be remembered.
January,1918, cam be marked down
ficial, Dr. Do Kleine, has changed m|ny
things in that city for the good of the

THE UNIVERSAL
The ever-popular Ford

CAR

public health.

any one knows of, not even barring the

One measure that has passed the
Common Council of the automobile city

blizzard of '61, tlmt Che old-timersarc

Touring Car, $360; Coupe, $560; Sedan
$695; represents but one chassis— the worldfamous Ford Model T— that wonder of simplicity and Vanadium steel. Then there is the
new addition of the Model T One-Ton Truck
Chassis for $600 f. o. b. Detroit. This truck
$:545;

has the regular Ford motor but has worm
drive. It has been thoroughlytested for more
than two years, and will surely meet your
wants and expectations. There’s never a
doubt as to Ford cars serving satisfactorily and
economically. Give us your order without
delay. Conditions are uncertain.

all referringto.

From December 28

to

smoke law, that appliesespecial February 1 there has been no let up
ly to furnaces. The ordinance passed, with the exception of a few hours on
aud he Holland Furnace Co. • agents January 24, when a slight Chaw came
was

family: Runabout

as having thc motrt severe storm that

a

who have put more furnaces into Flint from ten o’elqck until two. During the
—ten to one to any other furnace mar- entire month thc mercury registered
keted— were not aware of the law, either below or near thc zero mark
were very much surprised to wear

of

its passage and consequently were spec

ulating on what effect

it

and a snow storm continued for

WHEN

two weeks.
Although as a whole, January was

ICE

FLOW

OLD TIMERS REMEMBER A WIN
TER WHEN ICE IN LAKE

ar beets, but with pickles, tomatoes, apples, canning factory produce

These have put many a creamery

Duration

by

the condensaries.

After the war, with all the creameries
put out of butfiness,

Then. Had Dances on Board
The Ship

what will

the

farmer do thenf

The government baa become mueh
In recalling former icc blockades concernedover the creamery proposithat impeded ohipping from Grand Ha- tion not alone but also over thc sugar
problem and the farmers should alt
realize that Uncle

Sam

need# their aid

at this time, more than over before,

and

also that

creameryproprietorswill

not sit idle sucking heir thumbs and
waiting for tho war to stop which

may

be In a month or a year or more, but
will close up shop as has already beea

The ice blockade of this port which done in hundreds of instances.
was broken Sunday was by no means
Remember, your home market for
a new sensation to marine men who milk, picklesand sugar beets have lift-

o’clock 6 below and at seven o’clock

Many other make* of furnaces were Vj below.
condemned but A. H,. Lamlwehr’s It is hoped that the ground hog
Saturday will be most merciful.
make remains.

to

thc bad owing to unbeard of high prices paid for milk

the hot air plants they had already the coldest month yet recorded it can
not lay claim to the coldest day this ven the Grand Haven Tribune gives
imt sailed.
When the smoke inspectorshowever, winter. On December 21 the mercury some interestingdetail of thc diffioultried out the Warm Friend made from registered21 below zero. Thc coldest tiea encountered in the earlier day. In
one instance it relatesthe ainking of
Holland they pronouncedit one of the day om the officialthermometerof the
the Michigan, the ship that was crush
best smokeless heaters made and the city at thc Water Works in January
company was given a clear bill to go was on the third when thc indicator ed between twx) icc floes, directly off
ahead with all future insalling pro- showed 17 below. On the twenty-sev Holland harbor. The article in the Trihone follows:
vided, the new furnaces put in com enth 12 below and this morning at six
plied with the city ordinance.

espe-

for milk condensariesowing to the war.

SHIPS

Were of Long

and

cially creameries. This is the time

MICHIGAN CRUSHED

Blockades

,

come back to their first levs
to get rid of their surplus from ths
noil. Not alone is this a fart with sugwill again

SANK STEAMER
OFF THIS PORT

prac

tieally

would have on

gather in the city hall for this work.

8

nex

have npent the last quarter century or

ed many a farm mortgageIn its diyi,
more on Lake Michigan steamers. and will put savings in thc bank' for
While the tie-up was thc most seriou' the grower provided this market rein recent years, it was no worse than mains.
the condition which has prevailed
Thc new contracts at the ad vanes
many time# in the past. Slush icc has price are already being distributed
been drifting back and forth from among the farmers of Ottawa and Alshore to shore on Lake Michigan, since

legan counties and many are beiig reMichi- turned, signed with an increased acregan has been navigated in the winter age. Therre will be many more beet
the lake became & lake.

And

-

time between Grand Haven and Mil growers here this year than last year.
waukee for more than half a century.
—
— :n:
FISH SKIN SHOES NOW
Tho days of the Wisconsin and thc

—

Michigan, two of the best winter boats

EVERY GOOD AMERICAN
Provides for the future welfare
upon him

of those

Is

Your Complexion?

dependent

for support.

Will your

How

widow and orphans be independent or

your skin

is

are working right
Life

Income Plan

will

time of thc boats mentioned and thc periments in his factory there at ths
government’srequest. Fishskins as a
recollectionsof the old Roanoke, the
substitute for leather would have tws
Osceola, thc Mary Byce, the Moran and
many others are still freeher in thc distinct advantages. They would be
minds of an even younger generation, cheaper by half and persons wearing

pimply, muddy or rough
all the face creams, salves and powders in kingdom
come won't make k dear and beautiful unless you
If

dependent.
Our

Newark, N. J. Jan. 31-Fishskinsfor
which ever plied the lakes arc atill
shoes may soon be in use, tccordiag ts
fresh in the memories of many Grand
Haven people. There are many who a statement made today by Julios K.
Kaufherr,who has been making exalso recall the big steamer* before the

That was before the days of the big the fishakin shoes, should be able to
swim rapidly to their work during a
steel carfcrrieswhjch are now plying
heavy rainstorm and Spring freshet,
the old route. It is harder to tie up
especially if the ehoes were equipped
the ferries in the ice than it used to be

inside.

guarantee their indepen-

dence.

Eat a

few

figs

and drink a

little

senna tea

every night for two weeks. Avoid pie and greasy food.

the ease with the older boats, but oc

C.

A. BIGGE, Dist. Mgr.
North-Western Mutual Life

casionally they meet their match, as

Then come

to us for the finest cold

cream,

the most healing toilet soap, thc safest tonic, the softer

was witnessed last week. There have
been fewer blockades, however, since

talcum and the rootf deansing tooth soaps to be had.

the ferries started operation.

On board of

Get your senna leaves from us

Get your Wedding Invitations
Printed at the News Office

still some of the old timers left,

today.

Street

Tkt Place t$ Biy Fretk, Fill Streatth

Dn(i

Holland, Mich.
Retmakle Pricti

freighters it was not sueh an uneom
(Continued on Last Page)

_________________ _
i

i

_ ____
i

—

_

.

Commercial fishing in Lake Mtett-

who gan la at a standstillat the preeent
and none of the Lake Michigan firms

In the old dayi of the package
it

FISHING IN LAKE
AT A STANDSTILL
DURING WINTER

bucked the windrows on the old time
have been able to operate to any extent
freighters, but their numbers are few
now. A younger generation of Ship- during the month of January. Boms
of the Grand Haven fishermen had
masters and sailors have taken op the
gangs of nets In the lake before the
task.

LAWRENCE DRUG CO.
54 East 8th

these boats there are

fins.

— _

storms shut off the harbor completely.

Now

that the floee have moved off from
the shore Grand Haven tugs may resume operations.

’

PA01

TWO

hoUQhd

City Nea

«

INSTRUCTS THE DUTCH ELIZABETHIAN STAGE
'OOSSIPjKOUIiVESSELS AREBY RELEASED
BIO STORM
SETTING IS USED
ON DRAFT APPEAL

COBRISPONDINTS

MYSTERY AT

MAKES ATTACK

OTTAWA JAIL
UNSOLVED

ON FAMOUS

HOLLANDER

AT NETHERLANDS CONSUL DECLAR “MERCHANT OF VENICE" TO BE
OFFICERS LEAR NNOTHOfO FURGRAND MAVEN REACH
EDITORIAL SCORES DR.
E8 MANY ARE VICTIMS OF
GIVEN AS PLATED IN SHAKES-

STEAMEBA IMPBI80NED

IN ICE

MOORINGS.

PEARE'S DAT.

MISSTATEMENTS

A. KUYFER FOR HIS PRO-GERMANISM.

1 THEE ABOUT WOMAN
INMATE.

'

The northeasterlywind which begai
Grand Rapids, Jan. 31 — Netherlands
ZEELAND
blowing Saturday, developed into a Consul Jacob Btcketeeis receiving a
Mr. and Mrs. Henry De Jonge and Uorm, which altho it released the ice great deal of inquiry from Dutch sup• daughter of Grand Rapid* are visiting
bound steamers of Grand Haven com- jeets, both those who have not taken
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John C.
pletely crippled railway traffic into out their first papers and those who
Bouwens on Main street.
that
city. Monday mail into that city have regarding their rights and what
Mrs. Arthur Webber of Jackson is
failed
to arrive, because of the ter to do in the matter of the draft. Acvisiting at the home of her father, Mr.
G. Van Hoven on Main street.
rifle storm which raged through the cording to many of the inquirersmany
Mrs. Martin Fraut/burgand daugh- whole middle west.
of the Dutch registrantshave been inter Anna of Holland spent the day visAlthough
the coldest weather of the formed by persons who helped them
iting at the home of Sir. and Mrs. Sirear prevailed with a registration of fill out their questionnaire that unless
mon Wierda just east of the city.
Marie and Jane Bouwens, daughter-* 11 degrees below zero at the U. S. they answered that they did not claim
of Mr. and Mrs. C. Bouwens of Grand Weather Bureau, there was no snow exemption on account of being nn alien
Rapid* are visiting at the home of
The skies were clear and the air was they would be returned to Holland,
Mr. and Mrs. Milan Huyser.
keen
and sharp with the brish wind and therefore they answered the quesL. Meeuwsen has sold one of his
louses on the East End to George Dek- from the northeast which pulled heav- tion in the negative. Many others who
ker. The residence which is now occu- ily on the fuel piles in the city. Only claim exemption incorrectlyby reason
pied by Gerrit Van Dragt will soon be
as far east an Coopersville,however, of their nut being fhmiliar enougli
vacated and the new owner will move
in within a few weeks. Mr. VanDragt the «now fall was heavy, and cuts with the English language to fully com
remove to McKinley avenue, where
he has purchased the residence ot
Frank De Kidder.
John Mulder has sold his residence
«n Centennial street to Mrs. Johannes
Rturing who resides with her son on the
will

along the mainline interferred with
the intorurban. The Chicago trains
were cancelled on the Pere Marquette
and no trains came in Grand Haven over that line. The train leaving Grand

prebend the question.

The

consul wishes to state that

if

these persons ill make their appeal to
the district board a* soon ns they have
been notified that they are held to ser-

Haven for Chicago Saturday nign! vice in the army and file an additional
Rev. and Mrs. Benj. Hoffman have reached a point within three miles of affidavit with the district board setting
-returned from Grand Rapids where
Holland and as unable to get thru. forth the facts they probably can ob•they have spent a week’s visit with
The
train hacked up to Grand Haven tain relief.
•relatives and friends.
:o:
He desires them further to underand reached there at about two in the
morning.
stand that if the district board holds
DRENTE
Late Saturdayafternoon, the fleet of them to military service by refusing
Mr. and Mrs. W. Karston left last three Steamers, the Grand Trunk car- to grant relief on the appeal that they
Saturday for Kalamazoo where they exferries, Grand Haven and Milwaukee then must directlyappeal to the presipect to visit with their relativesand
and
Goodrich liner, Alabama which had dent. Then the matter will be up to
friends for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Arie Compagner of been nearly two weeks in the ice off the president and secretary of state at
'Grand Rapids were the guests of E. K. that harbor, reached their moorings. Washington ami final decision will be
Lanning and family the past Sunday.
Even after the easterlywind had blown made there.
Henry Bruker and flennie Brandt
The consul says many of the Hol.-who have been planning to leave for the ice far off the shore, the boats ban
''Californiahave finallydecided to go the heavily clogged river to contend landers who have their first papers
^and afe now on their way.
with. Nearly all day the two big ear- hove been told they are subject to mil'Harry Ter Haar sold eight head of
ferries hammered away at the flows in itary service and will have to serve
wafcGe to Henry Wyugarden of Vriesthe
harbor which extended clear to the and for that reason they have answer/land for- the sum of $480. He deliverbottom. Once through the anchor ice, ed “no” where they could have an• ed ttawuic Monday.
VStfterBoon and Alfred Ter Haar of however the progress up the stream swered “yes" in claiming exemption.
Jamestown were Dreufhe visitorslast through the hard ice which had not
All Dutch citizens, whether they
week Wednesday.
have
their first papers or not, can file
been broken in two weeks, was ease
.Arthur Bredeweg is spending a week
their
affidavits with the district board
for
the
big
boats.
r wnU; /ios relativesin Holland.
when they make their appeal and can
:o:
—
The 'Misses Linde and Johanna Van
I iUitsmii 'were the guests of Mrs. Jago to any attorney and have him precob Roelofs last Saturday.
pare their affidavit on paying a small
Mr. and Mrs. Lucas Vredeveldhave
BE
fee for the service.
returned home and they are at present
ALIEN
:o:
•r.ttiviiig-aft !tbe home of their parents,
Borculo road.

-

-

.

.

--

-

COURTESY MUST

SHOWN TO

-

\Mr. nub Mrs. Teunia Boeve, Mr. VredeRecognition of the fact that the term
vrfd was employed as butter-maker in
"alien enemy" is a technical one and
ihe lludsonville creamery the past
that it does not necessarilymean that
summer.

Hundermanspent Sunday at
home of Mr. and Mr*. Dick Ham-

Uterifl
•the

burg of Holland.
Auiong those who were taken ill re
. f ml fly are Henry Timmerman. Henry
Nyeahuik and Mrs. Nick Beyer.
Min Jennie Rooks of East Holland
is spending a few days at the home of
*®r. aud Mrs. W. Karston and family.
Dick ttundennau, Jolm Klomp ami
''fidUuik jmrneyed to Holland last
• •-reek Friday and enjoyed a day of real
' fishing. Just to show that they meant
Ayasini'ss they took" the 5:. IK oar from
^ (Vfimft&nAin the morning. They return• ed at liight with four fish. They said
t'theyi.fjf <ajifhtright but half of them
were too small. A nice reward for a
'

«

lay ’« work.

ifiril Roelofs of Otsego is spending
-4 few days at the home, of Mr. and
Afro*. Egbert Brower.
fP. Veen oboe r who has been snending
•a week with his relativesin Beaver- dam returned home Friday.
*fc*ilent 1). Fiestrn from Calvin Colfrege oeenpied the pulpit here Sunday in
absence of our pastor who journey
*°d to Muskegon and journeyed vwwv
ndl u Muskegon and led the services m
r:he 2nd Christian Reformed church.
Miss Adriana filuiter of Holland
win-nt Sunday at the home of her par-^BJs lie re.

- -

American Soldier Is Good
at Letter Writing Game

the person so denominated is disioval

Mattie Dekker who is in
•.amaJiary

MISSIONARY

while in this country on furlough,

I

eeiaoJs went to Grand Haven without Mr. Buchanan was presentedwith a
•cast to the Grand Haven hoard and copy of the “New Testament in Mod•wm entertained while in that city by ern Speech." The friends brought
their suppers at supper time and it
-Mis* Blanehe E. Post, county nurse.
Mias Dekker went to Grand Haven was served in eaferteria style.

the Holland schools were elo«e
of Miss Post, who ha»
diaeorered a number of oases of chilDIVISION LEFT HOLdren whose trouble did not appear
LAND
wrfcolly accounted for by poor health.
Another spruce divisionconsistingof
-She has applied the N Binet test
Holland
and Zeeland boys left Wednesua many cases and found that the work
day
noon
to shoulder the ax for Unel?
aa the auxiliary departmentwould he
Sam.
They
will enter the woods in the
-of greatest benefit to them.
l

ANOTHER SPRUCE

WEDNESDAY

'

While the Grand Haven hoard of rdtueatian has not gone deeply into the
awtter of establishingsuch a department in the schools there, such notion
may he taken, when Miss Dekker's reports are received. If a great number
•of children can be benefited by the
institution of an auxiliary, there is no
• fiouM but that the step will be taken.
Mias Dekker was trained in her important work under the direction of Dr.
'3addard of the research department of
the Vineyard Instituteat Vineyard,
N. J. She ha* a big department under
her charge in Holland and many children are being educated in lines of work

state of Washington and cut trees for
ships and nreoplanes. They win be stationed at Van Conver Barracks, Washington.

The volunteers who left Wednesday
arc: Oerrity Fisher, Zeeland Route 5;

John Lemmen and Bert Jacobs of this
city; Peter Jacobus Bor, Holland R. 7;
John Schoemaker,Holland R. 1; Nelson Yeneklasen, Benj. Johnson, John
Nachiela and Harry J. Derks of Zeeland.

In speaking of the fuel shortage in
Zeeland which by the wav 1* very serious the Zeeland Record among other
things says: “The Consumers’ Power
far which they are fitted. The result of Co. have been repeatedly requested to
ker effort! in aorting out the chil- cut down the boulevard lights en Main
street but so far they have not done
dren for her departmentis lese repeatso. We do not know why not." This
era in the regular grades of the schools same company has cut off all power

.and better work by

ill eoneerned.

idea.

the past, the Greets are pleasing audi-

weather.

ences of from six hundred to two thou-

Several Grand Haven women have
sand daily on their transcontinental
visitedthe atranger at the jail, and of
tour under the Redpath management.
fers of help to her have been made.
o—
She tolls the same story, however, and
she is rather hazy on some points or
Is Aid. Brieve a
does not wish to make them known.

-

-

German Spy? Not
He, By Long Shot
Aid. Frank Brieve, the “Cookie
King” of Holland is one of the best
Dutch patriotsin the city, but of
course the police of Grand Rapids did

know this, nor did they know that
he was one of the city fathers of the
“Honorable, the Common Council of
the City of Holland."
All these things availed him very
little when last week he had missed a
not

street car on the outskirtsof the Furn-

iture City, where he had been doing
business with a merchant showing his
line of nice crisp cakes.

When

he had

ZEELAND COUNCIL
CUTS DOWN TREES

In a stinging editorialunder the ti-

“StatesmanshipRun Amuck" last
week’s issue of the Hope College Anchor launches an attack on Dr. A. Kuy*
per, the veteran Dutch politician, thetle

ologian and scholar for hie pro-German*

ism. The editorial charges that “it
is due to the detestable influence of
joet aneb men as Dr. Kuyper that the
average Dutch settlement in America
it

a hot bed of disloyalty.”

On the occasion of his 80th birthday
Dr. Koypcr was presented with a beautiful floral piece

accompaniedby

a

card upoa Which the German Kaiser
congratulated him

on hia

birthday.

Thia fact forma the text for the editorial.

The

article describes Dr. Kuyper ’a

relationswith the Kaiser as his “well*
advertised fraternizing with the Judas of the TwentiethCeatury." The ed*
si continuear

“D^. Kuyper has upon more than one
occasion openly defended the German
invasionof Belgium and he has repeatedly attemptedto justify the linking of the Lusitania. Since the very
beginningof the war hia sympathies
have been with the Prussian autocracy
as against the Allies. In the final analysis, therefore,there

can be but one

plausibleconclusion:Dr.
willing to be

Kuyper is
numbered among the

baby-killersof the Central Powers and
thus forfeitsthe respect of every person who claims to have a measure of
humanity in his makeup. And if he be

politicianworthy of tho name Dr.
Kuyper knows that fine phrases conAt the last meeting of the common cerning the maintenaace of the neucouncil of Zeeland the members thot it trality of the Netherlands cannot hide
thia fact.
expedient to cut down all dead and
“Wore it not for the voluminousr>
otherwise unnecessary trees on the
ligious
writing, which have gained for
public streets. Many trees marked
him
a
large clientele among the Dutch
along the streets will be cut down to
immigrants in America, the Anchor
help relieve the shortge in fuel.
The Zeeland Record makes the fur- would not consider the deeds and misther suggestion: “Suppose they would deeds of the distinguished personage
under discussion worthy of notice.Wo
cut down some of the trees in the socalled city park, wouldn’t it be a are convinced, however,that it is due
great advancement

toward the

city

beautiful by placing a fountain in the

a

to the detestable influenceof just such
persons as Dr. Kuyper that the averagj

an aquarium surroundedby Dutch settlement in America is a hotbed of disloyalty.
beautiful plants and flowers? By cutlied forth to catch the first car down“These purveyors of Teutonic protown. But, io his surprise, the car he ting down the trees tnere would be a
finishedup with his order book be sal-

Entertainments,lectures, athletic r*aid, “What are you doing here!"
contests and recreationalgames under Frank answered, “None of your busiFOR
Y. M. C. A. auspices serve the ness." Hays the cop, “I’ll make it my
boys in their leisure moments and keep business. " Says Frank, “If you must
The Rev. C. 8. Buchanan, who has
them from getting homesick. An ef- know, I’m waiting for a car." Rays the
been staying in this city for the past
fective work is being down, the re- minion of the law, “Cut out the com-

FAREWELL

the Holland given by the Rev. J. F. Bowerman, au

-while

a great

Ben
Lockpot, N. Y^ authoritiesconcerning
Greet Shakespeareanproduction*. The
Mrs. Amoe Shoemaker,the myetery woplay to be given here will be “The
man held at the ceaaty jail. The woMerchant of Venice." It will be preman who was picked up by the police
sented tliis evening on the Hope ColTuesday night after kariag been brot
lege Lecture court*. The Ben Greet
back from Weet Olive, still ftieka to
company is under the. management of
her last story df her long search for
the well-knownRcdpatfh Bureau.
nsr sister, but does not seem any
The Ben Greet productions are based
clearer as to details of her long chaso
upon tbo fact that in the Elizabethan
over the country after the runaway
period the theaters were differentfrom
pair. It appears as though her mind
those of today. Shakespearewrote for
has been affected by the trouble.
the' time and conditions of his period.
She submits to her detention at the
It has been the aim of the Ben Greet
connty jail without protest, and will
players to approximate as far as possiprobably 1>e held until something can
ble the conditions as to stage settings
be learned about her, or until some
at the time when Shakespearewrote.
plan can be reached for sending her to
Tho success of the Ben Greet producher home, if she has one. C. N. Dickintions has amply testified to the success
son, county superintendent of the poor
of this
y
wired Loekport,N. T. seeking inforIn addition to the faithfulnessof the
mation ceneerning the woman, but no
production to original ideals in the
reply hod been received by him up to
matter of stage settings,the company
Thursday night and officers are rather
is composed of 13 real artist*.Evin a quandry as to what to do with
ery man and woman is splendidly east
the woman. She has no money and not
for the play. The result is little short
any too much elotking,and ahe cannot
of marvelous.Again this season, as in
be permittedto wander about in this
of tho wonderful story of the

center of

OTTAWA

two. Miss ary gathered at his home for a farecharge of the well surprise. A brief address wa*

*aft the request

is

re-

OVER
REQUIRED TO
REGISTER

or

departmentof

camp

know

Tho Ottawa county officers have

ceived no answer to U)elr inquiricaof#

order letter writer, according to a statement intended to

vlrand Haven pupils in the public will leave for his field of labor oa
.-•aeiaoiswere given the Binet teet for Friday ofthis week. Tuesday night a
company of frienda of the mission• a be purpose of grading mental eapaci-

day

in

statement will mean much to those who

HOPE PROFESSOR'S

LOCAL TEACHER
ADMINISTERS THE
BINET TEST year

tiec, Aedag the last

The American boy

Greets are coming". This

paganda must not be allowed to suctake went by him and an- chance of letting a little sunshine in
ceed in their nefarious efforts to conwhich would cause the grass to grow
issued by United States Marshal Her- just made public by the National War other one would not be available for
taminate would-be American citizens
into a smooth velvety lawn. It would
Work
Council
of
the
Y.
M.
C.
A.
man O'Connor of this district to local
an hour.
In the Central Military Department He entered a barber shop near by make that a beautiful spot everybody with the poison of Prussianism by usauthoritiesas well as to authoritiesthru
ing the cloak of religion.
out the .district. An “alien enemy" alone a total of .1,724,603 letters were and made acquaintancewith the bar- would admire."
“It is clearlyevident that with Germay bo the most enthusiasticallyloyal written during the last month. With ber’s razor. The tonsorialartist lookmany
already tried, convicted and senperson alive, and hence the government nearly 300,000 enliatesl men stationed ed rather suspiciouslyat the alderman
tenced, no Christian can be a pro-GerSISTER DIES
is not going to assume that anyone is within the deportment, the average from the Second, and gingerly combed
man and no pro-Gremancan be a Chriswould
be
ab^ut
12
letters
to
each
man.
disloyaluntil he has been ehown to be
back the locks of the “Cookie King"
Rev. J. Van Peursem received a tele- tian. For after all, the quintessence
The great majority of these letters and called “Next.” Frank paid his
so. The order sent out says:
gram Friday morning from Prof. E. of the religionof the Master of Men
“All registrationofficers arc remind- are written in Y. M. C. A. buildings bill, took up his grip and proceeded to D. Dimnent of Hope College announclies in Micah’s injunction to 'do jused that many registrantswill need as- on Y. M. C. A. stationary. Paper and patrol forth and back for a half block ing the death of Prof. Dimnent ’s sister
tice, love mercy, and walk humbly
sistance and advice in filling out their envelopes are furnished to enlisted men in order to be ready when a car came. Elizabeth at her home iu Chicago. The
with thy God’, rather than in the
registrationaffidavits and they are re- men free of charge. The Y. M. C. A.
In the meantime Mr. Barber, seeing death of Miss Dimnent was sudden ‘lethalwaters of an abstract theology,’
quested to aid such persons in every buildings are fitted with desks running the alderman doing a beat by the shop and was caused by a cerebral hemorhowever, orthodox that theologymay
way. Registrants are not to be treat- the full length of the buildings. Hun- several times, became more suspicious rhage. It is only about two weeks ago
be. Whoever denies this principlecan
ed as persons of evil disposition,and dreds of men use them at the same -till. In fact it had taken such a hold that Mr. Dimnent 's mother passed
in no case claim kinship with the King
the registrationofficers are urged to time.
on him that he telephoned police head- away.
of Kings."
All the Y. M. C. A. huts in camp arj
deal with them in a courteous and
quarters stating that a suspicious-look- Rev. Van Peursem left on the noon
placarded with snch signs as: “Don’: character was prowlingin the neighfriendly manner.
train Friday and took part in the fun- ALL
14° ~~
“It is also requested that no fees Forget to Write Home" and “Remem- borhood, who might be a German spy. eral Saturday. Miss Dimnent was a
ARE
shall be charged nor gratuitiesaccept- ber Mother’s Letter First,” the reason Post haste, Abb Carroll, Chief of Po- member of Trinity ehureb, Chicago, of
TO
ed by registrationofficer*, for admin- being that the writing of letters has a lice, sent a special man to the barber which Mr. Van Peursem was formerly
isteringoaths, or for any other reason, great influencefor good. Likewise, the shop and the suspicious-lookingFrank
Police headquarters in the city hall
the pastor.
and .hat publicityshall also be given receipt of letters from home docs more was pointed out.
have been designated by the United
than anything else to keep a soldier
to this order.”
States government as the place of regThe mail with the “brass buttons”
PORT
boy happy and contented.
istrationfor all natives, citizens,dentaps the alderman on the shoulder and

or unpatrioticis contained in nn

GIVE

-

e

-

-

ENEMY

“The Ben

users in Grand Rapids amounting
several hundred consumers.

to

BUSY
DURING

1917

izens or subjecta of the German Emdeputy collector pire of the German Imperial governof customs, port of Grand Haven, re- ment, not full naturalized citizens of
ports that during 1917, 700 registered the United States. Persona in this
steam and one registered sailing ves- class will be required to registersome
sels arrived and 702 registered ateam time between February 4 and February
port says, for the men in hospitals. edy, you have beeu prowling around and one registered sailing vessels left 9, inclusive. In Holland and other citThe secretariesvitis them and write here for two hours and we want to that port. The vessels arriving had a ies of over five thousand population tho
letters for those who are too ill to know what your intentionsare."
net registered tonnage of l,086,34f}i limits will extend within the jurisdicrite or road to others hwo cannot dj
and
those leaving 1,086,526.Shipments tion of the postoffice, including all of
Here the “City Father" became
so for themselves.They also organize
totaled
211,075 tons and receipts 299.- the rural routes as well as the city
very excited. “Who say dat!"
educational classes and conduct religThe policeman pointed to the barber 896 tons. Groceries, furniture, meat, proper. That means that every one sut>
ious services for the men in the hospiwho was gleefullywatching the. proced- dry goods, hardware,beer, provisions ject to this registrationin Holland and
tals.
and notions led the list of imports on its eleven rural routes must call at
ure from the barber shop window.

William L.

Phillips,

The Second Ward Alderman grabbed while brick, lime, livestock,hay, hides, the city ball for this purpose. Some
the cop, pulled him into the shop, rags, paper, etc., led the exports. In time ago there was a registrationat
OLD
faced his accuser and then pulled out November the Crosby Transportation tho postoffice.That had nothing to do
QUILTING
Co. ceased navigating its steamers and with the present registration,and all
bis alderman button showing, that he
The Willing Workers Society of Cen- belongedto the illustrious official cir- only the Goodrich Transportation Co., who registered then must register
tral Park held an all-day quilting bee
and Grand Trunk boats operated there
•
cle that governs the city of Holland.
at the home of Mrs. Wm. Helmink on The officer and barber were crest-fallen after.
The order of the U. 8. AttorneyGenThursday. This society has 25 mem- indeed and endeavored to apologize but
eral specifies that all German alien enRECEIVES
GALL
bers and for some time it has been enemies will be required to register. In
the “Cookie King" has lost his usual
gaging in Red Cross work. Since the sweet disposition,turned on His heel
this city Chief of Police Van By will
Red Cross needs quilts very much it and walked out of the hair-cuttingesbe the registration officer and regisA unanimous call has been extended
was decided to hold an old-fashioned tablishment,just in time to see another
trants will be required to pass before
to the Rev. H. J. Veldman, pastor of
quilting bee such ns tho old-time pop- down-town ear pull away from under
him, answeringsuch questions as may
tho First Reformed church, by the Reular songs used to tell about. Four
be put to them and fulfillingall rehis very nose.
formed church of Vriesland. The
quilts were completed Thursday. A
Says Frank, when asked about the church at Vriesland has been with- quirements of the government order.
pot-luck dinner was served and in the
The only male alien enemies who esescapade, “Once more I march my- out a pastor for several months, ever
afternoon light refreshments were also
cape
the requirements of the registraself voor vone hour and all the time since the Rev. Henry Mollema left it
tarred.
tion, are those under the age of 14
I go by that rat shop I wave my hand to take another church. A fine new
years. A subject of Germany, who has
DOG OWNERS OF PARK TOWN- to the barber. When I get on the car parsonagehas been built by the con- declared his intention of becoming a
I wave liim gooff-byeand den point to gregrtion a short time ago.
SHIP TAKE NOTICE
citizenof the United States by taking
my aldermanbutton."
Rev. Veldman has been pastor of the
out his first papers is atill an enemyDog owners of Park township pay;
First Reformed church for eleven
your dog tax this month. Those who
alien under the provisions of the atyears and four months.
PUBLIC AUCTION
have not paid by Feb. 1 are subject
torney general 'a orders, and he will be
:o: ------to loss of the dog and a fine of $25.
A public auction will be held Janurequired to register. No naturalizaNotice to Dog Owners of Fillmore
Male dogs are taxed at $2 per head ary 31, at 10 o’clock on the old Strattion of a German subject can be comTownship
and female dogs at $5 per head. Tax ton farm located one mile west of GibDog owners of - Fillmore Township pleted during the continuance of the
es are to be paid at the home of the son on Intorurban and one-half mile
pay your dog tax this month, fihose war between Germany and the United
clerk.
south.
On Thursday. January 31, 1918 at 9 who do not pay before Feby. 1, 1918 States.
By order of
o’clock in the forenoon on the farm of are subject to loss of dog and a fine of
C. H. CHRISTOPH EL,
$25. Male dogs are taxed $2 per head
«
Township Clerk Douke Bos at Noordeloos.
o
On Thursday, February 7, 1918, at and female dogs $5 per head. Taxes It is said that all Pere Marquette
Herman Van Tongeren, the local ci- 9 o’clock on the farm of J. H. ,Wan- are to be paid at the home of Township railway bridges and those with walks
for pedestrians are closed to the pubgar manufacturermade a business trip sink located five miles northwest of clerk.
By
order of John P. Ver Berg,
lic.
No doubt this ii a precautionary
Holland
and
one-half
mile
south
and
to Grand Rapids and surrounding
Fillmore Township (Herk. war measure.
Wj miles west of Harlem station.
towns
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COMMERCE BODY

A DRIVE THAT

IS

'

WHOLE YEAR

tAon

HERE ON TWO

CENTURY CLUB EATS
MONTHS FURLOUGH SOUTHERN WAR BREAD

RE ELECTS ITS

WILLLAST A

News

OLD OFFICERS

alry, stationed at Eagle Pass, Texas, is

Stamp are the

home on a two months’ furlough. Van
Ark is one of several hundred soldiers
members of the., Chamber of Commerce who recently had a brush with ns
Thrift Stamp Mean
with the report given by the officialsof many Mexican bandits.The latest reScourge of Autocracy.
that body that they voted unanimously port shows that 28 bandits were put
out of commission, killed and wounded.
to return all the old officers of 1917 to
Not a man was hurt among the Ameri
A drive that will be started in earnest
do service in the year 1918.
can soldiersin the skirmish. Van Ark
within a few days, and as soon as the
The fact that the offlciali could not has applied for permission to take an
heads of local committees are organisshow much industrialactivity, owing examination for entrauce at West Point
ed and have selectedtheir sub commitand his application has been approved
to the war, did not in any way make
by the southern department.lie was
tees, was launches at a meeting held at
the members feel that the officialshad given two months to get ready for the
the First State Bank Friday. This
not been attending to business. The examination which he wall take in San
drive is not a three weeks’ aff.iirlike
men heading the Chamber of Commerce Antonio, Texas the later part of March.
the Liberty Loan and Y drives, but
en the different committee!can now
will consume the greater part of the
show that a great deal of work has
year 1918. The drive goes under the
been performed. The question before LOCAL
motto of W. 8. 8., meaning “War RavSENDS
the house now is war, and industries
ing Stamps” and there arc three great
have taken the side-track to let the
TO
purposes which it is intended that the
war specialsthru.
war savings campaign will accomplish.
The Woman’s Christian Temperance
That the Chamber of Commerce has
The first is to teach thrift to a nation done a great deal along these lines is Union of this- city went oh record Friwhich has come to be known for its self-evident.And the fact that every day as opposed to the principle of alcarelessspending and lack of thrift.
man who served last year was returned lowing saloons to be open as long as
The second is to educate the small in- this year by acclamation goes to show they are in these times of fuel shortvestor through a simple plan, adapted
that the members of the Chamber of age and then limiting churches to six
to his means, to become a purchaser of
Commerce are patriotic and broad hours a week. The associationpassed
government securities and thus open a enough to see that these men have done resolutionsto that effect and sent them
wider market for the sale of liberty more than their duty even though the to Fuel Director Garfield.
bonds. The third is to obtain, during material things did not always come to
Reports showed that the local Union
1918 two billion dollars for financing pass.
has been doing some good work among
the war from new rather than accumuTe officerselected for the ensuing the foreigners of Holland. The comtrade-

So

marks of Democracy.

well pleased were the attending

-

The local Bed Cross Is ready to

rv

Will say that the city has once open- eeived similargifts, made according to

Red Cross regulations,from other orno use in wasting the city's money ganizations or individualsin the oity.
in trying to open up these walks again While the interestin Red Cross war)*
with snow bunks of 4 to 6 feet high is very great, too great a supply of sr*
cither side. From pow on every tides cannot bo made for the soldiers,
one will have to keep their own walks the Red Cross officialsdeclare.
found it good. Not only was it “war open and also of their neighbors where
bread” on which the club members there is vacant property.
were fed but it was •• Southern War
John Yandorduls,
Bread.” The recipe for the bread was
Mayor.
brought to Holland by Prof. J. B. Nykerk and was furnished by Mrs. J. C
Many Articles Are Donated
Polgrim of Frankfort, Ky. Here it is:
To the Local Red Cross
Two cups rolled oats, put thru meat
Is the time to get your
grinder; 2 cups Graham Hour; 1 teaA number of donationshave been
spoon salt; 1 teaspoon baking soda; 2
made to the local Red Cross by perteaspoons baking powder; Vrcup mosons and organizations and acknowlin. Remember
can
lasses;1 cup raisins;IVi-cups of sour
edgement of these gifts was mads
or butter milk. Bake one hour in slo>'
make your sitting in the
Tuesday with the thanks of the organoven.
ization. These donations do not repevening if it suits you betroipnt work only, as is the case with
TO
the usual Red Cross work. In these
ter.
eases both the material and the labor
The pleas made about a month ago to make the articles were the gift of

CARROLL VAN ARK TO TRY FOR MEMBERS FIND IT VERY GOOD;
ENTRANCE AT WEST
RECIFE IB GIVEN.
HXAD8 OF COMMITTEES APPOINT- MTiifumui WELL SATISFIED WITH
POINT.
WORK DONE; RETURNS FAITH
HD FOB HOLLAND AND LOWER
The Century Club of this city has
FUL SERVANTS FOR ONE
Carroll
Van
Ark
of
the
U.
8.
Cavbeen
sampling “war bread” and has
MORE TEAR
Thrift

i

plow to open up the sidewalks.
ed up every walk in the city and there
is

Right AToiv

NEW YEARS ORDERS
we

UNION
DONATIONS MADE
PROTEST
HOLLAND HOSPITAL
GARFIELD

Always make an

for the HospitalHospital are still the donors.
bearing fruit and more donations are
The pupils of Miss Era Loenhouti
being received by Mrs. L. M. Thurber, made a knitted “throw” for the solfor
the secretary and treasurer of the hos- diers.
pital board from time to time. Mrs.
Miss Oarr’s pupils sent in 47 baby
night sittings.
Thurber today announced the follow- bonnets, and five pairs of babies’ booting donations and expressed on behalf ies.
of the hospital board thanks to the
The Lady Maccabeesdonated the fo|
generous donors: Young Ladies society lowing: seven largo sized quilts, one
of Trinity Reformed church, $8.49; wo- crib quilt, two children'spetticoats,
Stadio
man’s Bible Class of the Third Reform three children’sdresses,39 baby boned church, $25; Ladies Aid society of nets, 23 handkerchiefs,57 babies’ boot19 L 8th
UpStkln
the Ninth Street Christian Reformed ies, 15 pairs of woolen stockings, 15
lated savings.
mittee in charge of this is compose!
year are the following:
church, $25.00,
wash cloths.
The matter, of educating the people
President, J. F. White, manager of of Mr. Huyser and Mrs. Blekkink, and
ia thrift is going to aid di- the Beach Milling Co.; Vice-President, they have had temperance leaflets
rectly in the next Liberty loan cam Attorney T. N. Robinson; Secretary, translated into Italian,Swedish and
TO
paign. The more success in launching
g,agh; Treasurer, Alex Van Dutch and distributed among the forthe Thrift and War Savings campaign, Zanten of the peopleg 8tate Bank; Di- «,*Kn population of the city so that all
On Friday evening of this week in
the later the next liberty loan cam- rector9> g L Henk,€( c> j Lokker, G. may get the information in their own
the high school gym the Holland high
puign will come. It is necessary to Cook( Q Van gchelven and Andrew tongues.
school five will meet one of the best
In a Blue Hen Mamoth you can turn 10,000 eggt
Mrs. Henry Van Ark read au interunite the people of America and make Klomparens.
teams in the state. They will play the
in
ten
seconds.
them realize the necessity of readjust- The annual report of the Treasurer, esting paper on “The Power of the fast five of the Western State Normal
ment in national life to the war condi- Alex Van Zanten, shows that the bal- Press.” She called attention to the High school of Kalamazoo. This team
We use and sell the Blue Hen. Large Hatchery
tions, with which they are confronted ance on hand last year, collectionfor fact that an organization like the W. has defeated Jackson and Grand Rapof the best chicks.
and which are so serious. They must membership dues, collectionfor ban- C. T. U. and other organizations like jds Union. The latter was defeated by
sacrifice and do away with many of the quet and collection for subscription
K^atly aided in their propaganda | the same margin by which the Holland
non-essentials.They must save until the Veit Mfg> C0| totaie(1 $1,891.36: by the co operation of the newspapers. | team defeated them, showing that the
GENERAL AGENTS
j

appointment

'

J

The Lacey

St.

EVENLY MATCHED
TEAMS
PLAY

^

INCUBATORS

for

2S

s

Wolveririe Hatchery

hurts. The methods of getting into The expenditures, including a side- And since these local papers go to the ! two teams scheduled to play Friday
stamp campaign will be tra(.k ^ the Veit Company of $800, a camps, she said many soldierboys con niKht are very evenly matched.
clearly explained by the workers who gprpad at the Woman’s Literary Club be reached in this way.
A good prelimina-y game will also bo
The mooting was at the home of Mrs. arranged for. The big game will begin
will tee every person in South Ottawa of $202, a spread for the farmers at
if auch a thing is possible. The thrift tho Farmers’ Institutute of $57.82, Binns, 24 East 16th St. Mrs. 8t. Clair at 8:15.
it

the Thrift

Pkiie 213 2L

Cits-

feint, Rkklf

u

1

card means nothing donated, nothing gh0ws a total expenditure of $1,712.97,presided,Mrs. F. Habing conducted the
even subscribed to anything or any- leaving a balance due of $179.29. devotions; Mr#. Champion sang a solo,
body. It means the investmentof a
This report is signed by the cashiers accompaniedby Mrs. Gowdy.
quarter at a time until the holder of of the three local banks, namely, John
a card has $4 worth of stamps stick- G Rutgers of the Peoples State, Hcnrv
ing on the card. Then he adds twelve Luidens of the First 8tate and Otto P.
cents to the lot and turns it in for Kramer of the Holland City State
THIS

James Kotros and Mrs. Emma Stoddard were united in marriage in Kalamazoo, Friday, Jan. 18 by Rev. H.

PERMANENT “Y”

lars which pays at the rate of a cent

a

Bank. These men

Com

month. These are

not bonds or even merce.
baby bonds” as has been erroneously stated at times, but they are cash TO
at any post office or bank upon due no-

ter. returned

soon for

county and active work will be taken

SPREADS GOSPEL OF

up for the purpose of carrying out tho
national program, which has been ar-

I

P.-T.

CLUBS IN BERRIEN

NEW

CO.

to

Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Bat*
tie Creek,

Supt. E. E. Fell spread the gospel of

Passenger Trains
Limited All the Way- Every

^

out

Two Hours

Freight Trains

.

„

Jackson and Detroit

Fast and Frequent Service

the P. T. clubs in St. Joseph Friday

at the meeting of the Berrien County
Teachers’ Institute at which he was the
speaker. Mr. Fell is the originatorof
the P.-T. system and because of Holthru church organisations. Tho chair- questionnaire system. The board is and
........
.............
__ bring
other part
of the county to
land's activitiesalong this line this
msa of the W. B. 8. for lower Ottawa n0*
ready to give out detailsof the
coun,v organisation into being.
city
is acquiring an enviable reputation
examinationthat will be held in the
is Con De Free. The committeeon orTwo million people contributed to the
throughout
this side of the state.
j p city hall, but definite information and $50,000,000 Army and Navy Y. M. C.
ganization are Fred Tilt, Rev.
At
the
St.
Joseph meeting Mr. Fell
the first list of names will be given
Bowerman, A. H. Landwehr, Principal
A. fund,1 and there are coming into the
said that the P.-T. clubs in Holland
C. E. Drew and Nelson B. Stanton. On
a few d‘>'American Homes 1,000,000letters evhave been responsible for a splendid
publicity,B. A. Mulder. The pern, anin cU” one 0“ ,hc <>ues- ery day on Y. M. C. A. paper bought
community spirit and have eliminated
ent org.ois.tion elected Bev. Bower- tio»"*ire wil1 be c,lle'1 “P fur
out of the $50,000,000,Mr. Angell told
all friction between the schools and
ation. And since there is no necessity
man its chairman and Mr. Drew
.
,
, ^
the local men.
the homes.
secretary and these gentlemen will hold 3t
r,1!h ,he "otk ‘bru- ,hf
National Thrift week campaign beSaturday’sissue of the St. Joseph
their respective position, during th0
tho bo,rd wil1 ,3kc
3 ,cw mn• ging February 3. 217,000 school chilHerald-Press gave a lengthy review of
I"®0 a-' 50 lhat ,hc
e examina
ion can
(’an.(jrpnbanked $4,250,000in one year.
life of the campaign. To these men is e3'h
e,am,"a,1°"

^

Way

Ottavvu Holland Candy Kitchen.

system; ranged for the extention of the Y work
The method and results will be fully
all over the United States. The personSome time next week the draft board
explained as the campaign progresses.
nel of the committees has not been
The thrift stamp campaign will be of the second district of Ottawa Coun- completed as yet, but will ibe made
ty will call up for examination the
carried on largely thru the city and
known shortly.State Organizer Angell
country •chooll, thru the lodge, and «r.t batch of registrant,under the ue* is in communicationwith men in here

tice.

a short wed-

Kotros is one of the proprietorsof the

It is expected a permanent organ’zn
tion will be named

CALL FIRST
QUOTA UNDER

home from

trip last Wednesday ami will make
COUNTY ding
their home at 1 West 10th street. Mr.

acted as the audii-

ing committeeof the Chamber of

Electric

J. Voelker at the home of her daugh-
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Enterprising

Mr. Fell’s address.

WM. VANDER VEER, 162

K. 8t»

Street. For choice iteaka, fowla, or
game In season. Citizens Phone 1Q4I

thorough and complete.
given the power of callingand record-beJ*
(,rouK * n,'‘
|Only 108 out of every 1,000 people in
“Mr. Fell told enthusiastically,”
•
I This is the first call for examination .,
, c.
ing meetings of the differentcommitthe United States save.
•aye the article, “of the interest no.v
DR N. K. PRINCE
tees when
the q“'»‘“>“"»''u was put
NationalFather and Son week betaken by parents in the school and of
Veterinary Physicianand Surgeon
Local subcommittee, have not v.t
D"e"lb('r- Th™
gins Feb. 11. A million fathers and'
the interestof the community in their
Night Calls promptly attended Us
ATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES
been appointedbut will be within a «"™ut,on, w.U eontmne unt.l all have sons together at a square meal followneighbors.Whore one family was una- DIKKEMA, KOLLEN A TEN CATE Phone 1146
Holland Mich.
few days when the organisation
P33^. uPon*
ed by a head and heart program is the
ble to have proper medical attention
be more fully perfected.As member, of' Tbc c3llln* 33,1 '-*3"'‘"3<‘°”>b33« goal in United States.It has been sug
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
given to their children the parentfirst-classmen does not mean that they
BANKS
these committees it has been found exgested that every minister preach to
Office over First State Baiik. Both
teachers’ club stepped in. The kinderwill be summoned for service any ear
THE
FIRST
STATE BANK
141
pedient to appoint the postmasterin
men and boys on February 17th, havCapital Stock paid lo..~ ...... 60,00a
garten room wa# transformedinto an
Her than they would have been under
every city where the campaign is being
ing special sermon with bovs and
....... T
Surplus and undividedproflta 60,000
operating room because Holland did
the old method of examination, but it ,
LOUIS H. OSTEKHOI’S
in charge and seated together.
waged and at the meeting held Friday,
Depositors Security_____ _ _____ 160,000
not
boast
of
a
city
hospital
ward
such
does mean that the board intends to
PROSEC UT1NO ATTORNEY
Wm. 0. Van Eyck of Holland and Ben
February 25th, begins enrollment
4 per cent Interest paid on tlma
as St. Joseph possesses,and the eight Practicesin all State and Federal
physically classify all men in the disdeposits.
week for boys to join tho United States
Kamps of Zeeland were appointed imteachers of that school cared for little
Courts. Office In Court House
trict so that when they are called npExchange ou all business centsrt
Boys’ Working Reserve and win the
mediately.The list of committeesseMichigan. domestic and foreign.
folks who had been given a fair chance Grand
on to furnish any number of men for
war by raising more food, 2,000 high
lected outside of Holland City are as
with tho other children thru the operaa certain quota that the men needed
O. J- Dlsksma, Pres.
school boys took care of 85 acres of
follows:
MUSIC
tion for diseased tonsilsand adenoids.
J. W. Beardslee. V. P.
| will be ready and will only have to be
melons, 25 acres of potatoes,and thinPark— Jake Witteveen and Mr.
Thus, Mr. Fell declared they were Cook Bro». For the latest Popular
'Summoned when the call comes.
THE PEOPliES STATE BANK
ned 2,220 acres of cotton, thus earning
Christophel.
emulatingthe example of tho Great Honga and the beat in the muaic line
The draft board knows exactly the
$7,695.45.
Citizens phone 1259. 37 Eaal Eighth Capital stock paid In............ $60,000
Olive — Maurice Vinkemulder and
Teacher.
status of every registeredman in this
Additionalstockholder's liabilStreet.
Maurice Luidens and Cass Weener.
“In another school It was seen that
district, whether he has dependentsor
ity ____________________
__________60,000
Holland— Charles Eilander, Nick
IN
certain children were underfed. Ar- LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH
not, and his capacity and skill at varDeposit
or
security ........... .... 100,000
Hoffman, Luther Lamb.
UNION
rangementswere made for the serving
ious lines of endeavor.From this fact
Scott Lugers Lumber Co., Rivsr Avenue Pays 4 per cent Interest on Saving!
Zeeland City— Principal Fuehrer, of
Deposits
of nourishing sou;# and other foods to
it is readily seen that despite the gruel
and Sixth St., Phone 1001
All Christian Reformed services In
Zeeland schools, Ben Kamps, C. J. Den
DIRECTORS
ing work of filling out the question- Zeeland will be held at the First Chr. these youngsters and the round cheeks,
Herder and Ben Neerken.
A. V lecher, D. B. Keppel, Daniel Tea
UNDERTAKING
naire on the part of the registrantsand Reformed church next Sunday. At a bright eyes and increased vigor mon
Cate, Geo. P- Hummer, D. P. Interna*
Bleudon— David Beekhuis, George
JOHN
SDYK8TRA,
40
EAST
special
meeting
of
consistories
hold
on
than repaid any effort and cost.
the classificationby the draft officials
J. Q. Rutger.
Thursday
morning
they
issued
the
folVeldman, Wm. Zonnebelt, Wm. Flipse
EIGHTH Street.Citizens phone
“Soeial evenings are planned, proit is by far the fairestmethod of se-- -------- --lowing
schedule:
Services
in
the
Hol1267-2r.
John Van Farowe.
lection, and makes it possible for army land language at 9 a. m., conducted bv grams are arranged in which parents
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES
Georgetown— Fre«l McEachron, Rena
officers to place every recruit into the Rev. M. Van Veasem; at 11 o’clock a. take part or the children present and
FRIS BOOK STORE
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
Dornbos, Fred Maxfield.
branch of the service for which he is m., English service# conductedbv Dr. sometimesin which both parents and
J. J. Mersen, Corner Tentn and Cen- Books, Stationery. Bibles, NewsJAmestown— Gerrit Yntema, Henry
Samuel Volbeda of the Grand Rapid#
papers, and Magazines
best fitted.
children participateand a wholesome
tral Ave. ClUzen* Phone
Van Noord, Jr„ Abraham Reinbrandt, HOPE LIBRARY 18 KT.MTMRKttTTOsemiriary: at 2 p, m. services in the
30
W.
8th
Phone 1740
1416. Bell Phone
Holland language cnnww.ted by Dr. atmosphere has been developed which
and Albert Bosch.
Friends In the East Send Valuable Samuel Volbeda. All other meetings has made the job of the teacher one of Phonea
DRUGS AND BUNDIES
Zeeland Township— Dick Vandebunte
have been postponed till further no- pleasure and has improved the work of
Books to Local College.
DOESBURG,
H. R., DEALER IPS
DR. A. LEENHOUTB
tice.
Bert Roelofs and C. Van Farowe.
Dr. J. Ackerman Coles of New York
the students because of the co-operaDRUGS, medicine,paints, oils, toilet
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
city who has frequently presented the
tion between the home and the school.
articles Imports and domestic
TO OBSERVE DAY OF PRAYER
RETURNS TO OLD PRICE
SPECIALIST
cigars. Citizens phone 1291. 32 B.
Hope College library with books has
Peters Bldg.
Eighth Street.
NOT
now
sent
“The
Best
Orationf
of
the
Thursday,Jan. 31, has been desigAt least one dealer in the city has
Cor. Central Ave. snd 8th St., Holland,
aated by the General Synod of the Re- World” in ten volumes. Another do- gone back to the old charges for
Michigan
MISS HELENE FELGRIM
formed church of America as the an- nation to the Hope College Library “smokes.” For some time now it ha#
OFFICE HOURS
Teacher of Plano
MAYOR SAYS THEY WOULD DO NO
naal day of prayer for college#. The was made by Mrs. Abraham Lansing of
9 to 11 a. m.; 2 to 5 p. m. Evening*
Cltz. Phone 1460
cost the smoker more than was formerday will be fittingly observed in Hope
GOOD AT THIS
Tues. and Sati., 7:30 to 9.
ReMdence 107 West 12th St
Albany,
N.
Y.
Shfc sent “ Wessel G*ns- ly the case before war conditions caus
College by a religiousservice in WinTIME.
aats chapel at 2 o’clock in the after- fort’s Life and Works,” by Dr. Ed- ed the raise in price. At least this
PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS
DENTISTS
noon. Rev. John E. Kuizinga,D. D., ward Waite Miller, and “Jared Water- was the case with some dealers. But
In a message to the public Tuesday, TYLER VAN LAND EX} END, Dealer
Dr. James O. Scott
and Rev. W. J. Van Kersen will be the burg Scudder.” Mrs. Lansing is a dethe Model Drug store has now gone Mayor Vandersluis said:
In Windmills, Gasoline Engines.
Dentist
speakers. Friends of the college and
scendant of the great Dutch theologian back to the old system of “six for a
citizens of Holland are very cordially
We are getting several calls from Pumps and Plumbing Supplies. Cits. Honrs: 8 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p- a.
Weasel Gansfort.
88 East Eighth
Holland. Mk
quarter,” instead of five cents straight. different parts of the city for tho snow phona 1081. 40 West 8th Stmt
invited to attend.
1
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Rev. John C. Hoekje, a retired
Bed Cross Work took Mrs. G. J. Van
clergymanin the Reformed church, livDuren to Grand Rapids on business
ing in this city has the distinctionof
ffVLMLK BIOS. • VUUR. PVBUSBKIS having seven of his family enrolled as Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Piepenga of Volgraduates of Hope College. Mr. HoekBool 4 Kramer Bldg., lib itreet. HolloDd.Mic'
je himself ie a graduate.
ga, 8. D., are spending a few weeks
with relatives hero.
Albert Hidding is seriously ill at
Manager Kirk left Wednesday for a
year with a diacount of 60c tc
his home in the southeast part of the
business trip to Detroit. He expects to
iboae paylDK in advance. Rates of AdTenliiDt
city.
made known upon applicationbe gone the rest of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. McClellan receivAid. Congleton of the Bush & Lane
S^nna f

1.50 per

ed a telegram announcingthe safe ar- Piano Company was in Grand Rapids
Rntered as second-class matter at toe post rival of their son, Lieut. Lovell Me on business Tuesday.
alBoe at Holland. Michigan, under the not at Clellan in Boston.
Mrs. Kerrinnis, a former Holland
'edtreas March. 1197.

Says a file copv of the Grand Ha- resident, now of Detroit, is visiting
ven Tribune. A. J. Ward is to erect friends in the city.
Louis De Kraker and James DeKoja three story brick block in Holland.
The Thursday evening Bible studies ter went to Grand Rapids Wednesday
ill be resumed tonight
the on business for the pe Kraker 4 De
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GERMANY MUST
LOSE EVEN IF
SHE WINS

_

t

THAT 18 CONCLUSION REACHED
BY DR. F. N. PATTERSON IN
PAPER ON “ FRIENDSHIP’’

MORE H. BOONE
SHAREWEDNESDAY
MASSES AWAY
MORNING

HOLLAND DOES
THAN ITS

_<5f

FAR EXCEEDS ITS ALLOTMENT
RED CROSS KNITTED
GOODS.

_
Sr.,

VETERAN HORSEMAN AND PROPRIETOR OF HOTEL DIBS

The Holland chapter of the OttaAT AGE OF 77
Shows That Anything Founded On a
wa County Red Cross believes in doPhilosophy of Hate Is Selfing a good deal more than its share of
Destructive.
work assigned. The local women did Waa Married By Dr. A. C. Van RaalU
That Germany must inevitably lose not rest satisfied with doing just
In 1866 To Mias Helena F.
even in the extremely unlikely conting- enough, and as a result of this zeal
PfanattahL
ency of her winning the war was one Ottawa county will be credited with
of tho interestingconclusions reached doing its full share of work.
Holland’s allotment of knitted goods
by Dr. F. N. Patterson in a paper on
Hermanus Boone, sr., the veteran ho“Friendship" read before the Social to be finishedbefore December 15 was tel man and horseman died WednesProgress Club when it met Tuesday the following: 150 mufflers,150 sweat- day morning at 7:15, at the age of 77
evening at the home of Att. and Mrs. T. ers, 50 helmets, 150 pairs of socks, 150 ycar8 after aQ jHneU of |eii than %
N. Robinson. Germany’s national ex- wristlets. Tho amount of goods actu- j week.
istence is built on the philosophy of ally completed before December 15 and
Mr. Boone is well known in this vibate, the writer declared, as is shown recently sent in to headquarters was as cinity as a hotel man. He built the
by her “straffing" proclivities and her’ follows: 244 mufflers,180 sweaters,
cijy Hotel, now Hotel Holland, b
“hymns of hate." She operates ex- helmets, 250 pair of socks, 172 pairs of igyo, an(i had for a partner the laU
clusivelyon the law of the survival of wristlets and one pair of knitted glov-joeorgeWilliams,which partnership
the fittest and leaves altruism and the es. The Ottawa County chapter as sn was dissolved some twenty-fiveyeara

Wes’.evan Methodistchurch, conducted Koster firm.
Peter Lievenso left Wednesday noon
by the pastor. All welcome. Bring your
for Chicago to attend the Chicago Auto
Bible.
The filar of Bethlehem will give an- show. He will also attend a banquet
other one of its popular dancing par- to be given by the Reo Company.
Percy Reed, manager of the Limbert
ties in Odd Fellows Hall Saturday eveFurniture
factory of Holland, was in
ning. Lacey’s orchestra will furnish
Grand Rapids on business for the firm.
the
music.
Irwin J. Lubbers, a seminary student
The following donationshave been Tuesday.
pass oil the aviation examination.
Louis Schoon accompaniedby his
made during January to the Free DisJim Bosch has taken the positionof pensary fund: P. De Vries, $5; Mrs. father arrived from Ann Arbor Tueselerk in Chief Van Ky’s office at the G. W. Mokma, $5; J. Kloosterman, $5; day. Louis returned to his studies on
Wednesday noon.
City Hall. He fills the position hetd Mrs. H. Geerlings,$5.
Mrs. Georgia Jerrels and son Dale aftBert Slagh, secretary of the Chamby Nellis Van Putteu who has gone
constructive power of a genuine interber of Commerce was in Gr. Rapids er attending the funeral of her brother
to join Uncle Sam’s forces.
national friendship out of considerain
law,
Capt.
Edward
Risto
in
this
Tuesday buying his year’s supply of
The aged citiaen, Johannes Huyser, wall paper from an eastern representa- city returned to her home in Lansing tion.
Wednesday morning.
has again met with an accident.He tive.
But a state based on this idea is
Miss MargueriteMeyer returned on
spilt a cupful of boilingwater on his
Mrs. Florence Treat, died Tuesday at
doomed.
There are two great biologifoot, scalding it severely. The old gen- the home of her daughter, Mrs. John Tuesday to Mt. Pleasant to resume her
cal principles that operate in human
work
as
an
instructor
in
the
public
tleman is gaining another victory over Tibbets,320 West 15th 8t. after a proFatter Time as the wound is healing longed illnews. The funeral service schools. A. H. Meyer, her father, ac- life; the principleof the survival of
nicely.—Zeeland Record.
will be at the home this afternoon companied her to Grand Rapids.
the fittest and the principle of altruism
Capt. William Walker, keeper of the
at 2:30.
and friendship. Both are necessary to
At a recent meeting of the stockholdOn account of the fuel aituationthe U. 8. Coast Guard station at this port
progress. The law of rtendfship and
ora of the Michigan Htar Furniture Co.
has
been
granted
a
30-day
leave
of
meetings of the Woman’s Literary dub
of Zeeland the fallowing directorswere
have been suspendedfor a few weeks. absence during which he will make a altruism servos in its operation to neuchosen: J. Pyl, B. Neerken, J. A. KlenThere was no program Tuesday after trip to Canay, Kansas. During his ab- tralize the inhuman savagery that
baas, I. Van Dyke, 0. Van Lopik, P.
noon. The next meeting will be held sence Herman Castle, ^No. 1 at the lo- would result from an unrestricted opVer Lee, and 1). J. De Tree. J. Pyl
cal station will act as keeper.— G. H.
on February12.
eration of the law of the survival of
waa re-electedpresident; B. Neerken,
John De Goed, junior member of the Tribune.
vice-president;J. A. Elenuaas, secrethe fittest. The latter breaks down the
firm of Molenaar & De Goed, narrowlytary-treasurerand manager.
dead tissue in life that must be got
escaped the loss of the thumb of his
The new automobile license tags for left hand while sawing meat. The saw
rid of and is hence very necessary,but
1916
1918 are olive green with white letters. slipped, ripped the flesh to the lone
the former builds up new tissues and
Last year’s style is now passed and as and several stitches were taken to close
is thereforejust as necessary. But Gerthe new tags are easily distinguished; the wound.
The annual stockholders' meeting of many puta its trust in the survival of
drivers who appear without them 'and
Because of the fuel ifhortagethere
a good chance of being pinched.
will not be daily meetings of the 6th the Holland Furnace Co. was held Tues- the fittest alone and a civilization basReformed church C. E. society as plan- day, Jan. 29, and the report of Manag- ed on that idea cannot endure. Tho
D. L. McMillan, who occupies a fine
ned during C. E. week. There will be er A. H. Landwehr showed that the
farm near Coopersville,is at present
allied nations are less savagely efficonly one meeting on Thursday night
year just closed has been a Very pros- ient but they have held to some exassigned to the office of Ottawa Counwhen all the topics of the week will
ty Farm Agent D. L. Hagerman, takperous one not only but that already tent at least to the higher good that
topics are:
ing instructionsin the work of the bur- be considered.
during
the present year the indications inheres in the practice of friendship
eau. Upon leaving this office Mr. Me “Bringing Others,” “Persuading Othfor
business
are such that 1918 will and altruism and hence their type of
ers,"
“Winning
by
Example,"
“WinHUlan will probably be assignedto
the positionof county farm agent in a ning by Prayer,” “Winning by Kind- probably stack up very well with the civilizationwill conquer even if tho
ness." The meeting will be conduct- year just closed.
county in the upper peninsula.
the present war should be lost.
ed by a seminary student and will beThe report showed that the sales foi
Mias Angie Steveling a Grand Haven gin at 7:45.
This was but one of the conclusions
girl has been appointed to the position
1917 were more than a half million reached by the writer of the paper. He
of assistantcity clerk of that city and
dollars larger than those of 1916 and told how the theme of friendship has
assumed her new oosition at the
that they were double the t&tal sales influenced the great thinkers, and he
city hall in that city Monday. Miss
for 1915.’
Bteveling has received training at the
gave a searching analysis of what

BEATS BUSINESS
OF
BY A

HALF MILLION

The

94

organization is credited with these ex- ago when Mr. Boone purchased the hotra articles sent in by Holland.
tel property of which he was eole owner at the time of his death.

He was tho
Letters From the Front

pioneer livery

Holland, having conducted

a

man of
livery

business on Market street, now Central
Dec. 3, 1917

Dear

I

All:

Avenue,

—

sumed

received your several letters in-

till his

son P. F. Boone 4V

control of the business.

Boone’s great hobby was horses.

cluding Jeanette's,J. H’s, Hazel’s and

Mr.
He

enjoyed a horse race about aa much at

Evelyn’s, not to forget Donald’spic-

any man living for the pure sport of
week. Needless the thing and has bred and developed
to say that I enjoyed them all imsome of the beet steppers in the coojimensely. Evidentlyyou have not re try. The most notable one, with a
ceived all of my letters. I have writnational reputation, waa the horse
ten to someone in Holland nearly cv “McKinley" for which Mr. Boone iraa
tures within the past

ery week.

offered$8,000 at one time, but refuse^'
and music some to sell the animal owing to his attachtime ago. Thanks very much. I spent
ment to it. 'Maggie B" waa another
a week in Paris a short time ago. We
well known horse developedby the
went up to be measured for uniforms Boone stables.
-and incidentally to see as much of
Mr. Boone was also extensively inthat beautiful city as we fould.. I
terested in Holland's resorts in th^
wrote home while there so perhaps you
earlierdays and with Mr. Martin Beohave heard a.l about it by this time. kema of this city bad a line of pleasIt seemed that we were on the go evure boats plying between Holland and'
ery minute. A week is not half long
the resorts.
I received the papers

4

enough to sec all the places of interMr. Boone was born on August 22r
est. We spent one day at Versailles
1840, at Omen, Overisel, Netherlands

which is a half hour’s ride from Paris.
He came to this country in 1847 and
As you know it was the summer home settled in the Van Raalte colony. He
of Louis XVI first. The palaces and
started in business in 1865, waa margardens are magnificentand beyond ried to Helena F. Pfanstiehl on April
discription. The grounds are extensive
14, 1866 by the Rev. A. C. VanRaalte
Ferris Institute at Big Rapids and
The business for January this year, friendship is and how it is manifested and wonderfulyplanned— artificial lakfounder of the city of Holland.
comes highly recommended to the em
the report further showed, was 25 per in the various relationsof life.
es, fountains,and statues help to beauBesides a widow, he is survived by
ploy of the city.
Louis Goldman of Chicago, formerly
cent larger than for the same month of
tify the place and no doubt make it a
two
daughters, Mrs. Philip Soalen of
All the Allegan banks are keeping of Holland, was in the city Thursday. 1917.
dream in summer time. The mainten- Moscow, Idaho, and Mra. John A.
WILL
SEE
Miss
Hazel
Fairbanks
left
Friday
eloaed on Monday the same as the regThere are now more than thirty carance of his court (speaknig of our il- Pieters of Kalamazoo, and by feur
ular business places. This is not a to visit her brother in Benton Harbor.
R. E. Fairbankshas returned to his loads of orders being held at the local
lustrious Louis) proved too great a
matter of law but of patiotism in the
sons: P. F., H. Jr., A. A. and John
IN
way of fuel conservation.Banks are home in Benton Harbor, after spending plant for want of shipping facilities.
strain on the people. Something like Boone.
a few davs with his parents, Mr. and The new Cedar Rapids plant has been
not compelledto close.
CAMP CUSTER FIVE WILL CLASH two thousandspent their time here as Mr. Boone retired from business iw
Mrs. C. W. Fairbanks.
working
to capacity every day since it
it guests of the king and the expense
Says an old file copy f the Grand
WITH THE LOCAL “Y”
Win. J. Westveer of the First State
1893 and waa living at hit beautiful
Haven Tribune of 25 years ago:— For- Bank has returned from Alto, Wis., was first opened for business last Ocimpoverished the nation to such an exQUINTET.
home
at 100 W. 11th street in this city.
ty Grand Haveniteshad gone to Mus- where he was called to see his sister
tober. This new plant has proved a
tent that it bought on the French RevThe funeral will take place on Satkegon to see Bob Fitzsimmonsbox. Mrs. G. J. Hekhuis, who was seriously
Saturday evening local basket ball olution over a ^century later. Enough
gerat help to the company in getting
8oaw went by train and Henry Bpriek, ill.
urday af.ernoon at 2 o’clock from thetheir product supplied to that terri- fans will be able for the first time to history. We visitedthe American Am- home.
Jr., drove up with a party of twelve’
Mrs. Jams Tilt and daughterJane
Allegan county schools have all been left Friday morning for Nashville, tory arid has helped to solve the trans- see a champion army basket ball team bulance hospital at Xuieilly another
flsaed in order to save coal. The fuel Tenn., where they will join Mr. Tilt
portation difficulties ttvat are very im- in action when the local 'Y”. will day. Mrs. Rose met two of her classthua derived will be distributedamong who is emnloved as foreman bv the J.
clash with the officers’ team of Camp mates there. The hospital has been
portant elements these days.
the needy by E. D. Frost of Allegan.
Ben Greets are
W. Carter Shoe Co.
The same board of directorsand the Custer. There are many teams at Camp taken over by the U. 8. Army. It is
As his front name isn’t “Jack" AllcMrs. H. Van Tongeren was the guest
Coming in Spite of
gaaites sboulda ’t worry.
same board of officers that have served Custer, but the team that comes to considered by the French Blesse’s a
of friendsin Zeeland Friday.
Lack of Support
No raise is coming in the price of
Mr. and Mrs. Henrv Van Dommeler. the Holland Furnace company since Holland Saturday will be the same that haven of rest and comfort. They all
meat due to the scarcity,is the prom- were Grand Rapids visitors Friday.
1909 were re elected at the meeting played and defeated M. A. C., Grand want to be taken there when wounded
ise issued by Food Administrator HerMias Lulu Harringtonwas a Grand
Tuesday. A seven per cent dividend Rapids Y, Kalamazoo Normals and oth- but of course that would be impossi- Altho Prof. J. E. Nykerk tried to
bert C. Hoover. The orders for Mich- Rapids visitorFriday.
ers. Their schedule is completewith ble. The ward where the jaw cases
igan were received by Administrator
Grand Haven schools are dosed for on the preferred stock was voted paycancel the Ben Greet performancetothe second time this winter owing to able on Feb. 1, and a common stock games with U. of M., University of were kept was to me the most pitiable cancel the Ben Greet performance
power ,o
fuel shortage.
dividend will also be declared in Feb- Chicago, Purdue, Kalamazoo Central, sight. Imagine a group of men with
this evening in Carnegie hall on ncWm. Wagner of the Wagner Hamm ruary.
Shortage of ammonia will curtail the
Detroit Y and others. Basketball crit- their mouths and jaws, plated and wircause
of the fuel situation, he found it
manufactureof artificial ice. Now is Tee Cream Co. was in Grand Rapids on
ics claim this team to be the best in ed together in a sort of fashion, but
impossible
to cancel the contract, and
business
Friday.
the time to lay up lake ice to forstall
the Middle West.
DEunable to talk and only able to take the perormance of the Merchant of
Henrv P. Kleis the First Ward Grow- ANITA
any shortage that may occur in the
In their lineup are Wyman and Capt. liquidsfor diet. Some were practically
crystal making. The ice in Black lake er was in Grand Rapids on business
AS
Venice" will be given is scheduled.
is of exceptionallyfine quality this Friday.
Thompson,
the two men who were the chinloss—others had part of their jaws
GIRL
PHILIPPA”
The
sale of tickets has been small and
y
Miss Ebba Clark of Holland is the
stars of the Camp Custer foot ball shot away and were horribly disfigured
so it was deemed advisable to cancel
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
A.
Mrs. Herman Vaupell entertained the
TITLE ROLE IN SPECIAL VITA- team Grand Rapids papers claim that The surgeons do such wonderful -fork
the performanceentirely,If possible^
club at her home Thursday afternoon Floyd at their home at Wyoming Park,
GRAPH PRODUCTION MADE A Capt. Thompson is the most finished there and it is marvelous how these paand gave them a very pleasant sur- Grand Rapids.
But the Ben Greets refused to eaacel
LIVING ONE BY DAINTY
Chester Van Tongeren, Morris Huybasketball player ever seen in Grand tients live thru it all.
priae when Mr. Vaupell came home a.
and they will arrive in Holland from
STAR.
Rapids.
companied by the husbands of the la- ser, Nells Van Putten and Gus DeOn New Year’s day we are going to 8t. Joseph, Mich., this afternoon."F
Vries have left Chicago for Camp JohnCoach Schouten of the local Y Is give over a hundred and seventy ehil- hope that the people of Holland wild
A l?J°rdaf,n* chickcn dinner son, near Jacksonville,Fla., in a comafter which the evening was spent in
Dainty Anita Stowart, the versatile drillingbis men hard for this importpany of 400 soldiers for training in the
dren a Xmas party. Everybody is do- appreciate a good thing when it comes
playing cards.— Allegan News.
Vitagraph
srtar who has won her capti- ant game and is sure that his men will
quartermaster’s department.
nating generously
i~ so that something to Holland and will welcome tlhe Ben
The sod is being upturned rapidly on
F. Tictz of Grand Haven was br>t vating way into the hearts of hundreds give the officers a big run for their
worth while can be given to them. Greets with a very large audience this
the campus of the Central College, at
lack from Grand Rapids Friday by of thousands of movie fans, has achiev- money.
Pella, Iowa, recently acquired by the
The names were obtained from the evening,” said Prof. Nykerk.
Officer Boomgaard,charged with breakone triumph after another since her
Reform '.*d church, and where a’ new
commissionerof charitiesso we have
ing a bail bond from the circuit court.
It is seldom that so splendid a4 erdormitorywill be raised. The strucHe was returned to the custody of the success in “The Wood Violet," three West Olive Young Lady Dis- only those who are absolutely in need. ganization of artists comes to Holland,
Jure will be ready for use by Septemyears
ago.
court.
covers New Kind of Fuel Much as I would like to send you all
tor
Prof. Milton Hoffman is
and aside from the financialqueatlon,
Lee Cummings was a Grand Rapids
Gradually
her
roles
have
become
president of the institution.
a Christmas greeting of some sort I U would be in the nature of an insult t*visitorTuesday.
A young lady, well known in Holmore complex and more demanding of
shall have to defer that pleasure until the players if the audience should b*
Twelfth-st. Christian Reformed
Will Arendshorst was in Grand Rapland came to the home of a local pas
artisticcharacterizations. Not once,
‘hurcb of Grand Rapids has again ids Tuesday.
my return. I am going to enjoy that very small.
tor from her home in West Olive an*
drawn a trio of pastors from which it
Miss Lucile Wright left for Grand however, has she failed to portray the
box immensely I know. Don’t worry
told a weird story of a new form of
will choose one to call as its pastor. Rapids on business Monday.
part allottedher in a way that pleased
about my not having what I need. We GRAND HAVEN WATER 8UPThose on the tr.o are Rev. Herman
heat that gave the pastor and his
G. J. Diekema was on a business trip the most fastidious.
PLY NO LONGER CHECKED
can buy all kinds of warm clothingand
Hoekserna, and Rev. K. J. Tuuk of this to Grand Rapids Tuesday.
family visions of a rapid solution of
BY FORCE OF ICB
But—
in
“The
Girl Philippa" tho
«ity and Rev. W. V. Van
of
|
we
get
plenty
to
eat.
I
don’t
think
I
Mias Irene Van Ark who has been
the fuel problem. According to tho
Grand Rapids.
spending a week visiting relatives in specialeight part Blue Ribbon Feature
I am worthy of so much solicitudein
Although the supply of water in the
The annual meeting of the K. K. Grand Rapids returned home Tuesday. from the novel by Robert W, Chambers young woman's story hef father heate 1 behalf of my comfort. We are not
Grand
Haven City Water Works wells
bricks to use them as foot-warmers in
Claas of the Third Reformed church
Louis Schoon is expected back from
and which was directed by 8. Rankin
working hard yet. I wish we were. I was .shut down for a time interferred
eoiday School was held last Monday Ann Arbor this week where he underthe sleigh, before making a trip to this
Drew, that is coming to the Knicker
am still in the Dental dept. All the with by the shutting down of the lakeevening at the home of Benj. Du Mez went a serious operation.
city. But the bricks took fire and were
teacher of the class. An enjoyable eve’
Mrs. Harry Parks of Lansing was bocker Theater on Monday, Miss Stewnurses have moved out of the hospital ice, which preventedthe water from
put into the kitchen stove. They gave
ning was sent and officers elected as called to Holland owing to the death art scores the greatest triumph of her
and the building is being properly in- filteringthrough the shore sand and
so much heat that they not only heatfollows: president,Theresa Huvscr of her brother-inlaw, Capt. Edward entire career.
vice-president,Nellie Burgess, sccre' Riato, 86 W. 16th street.
ed the room but were hot enough to stalled with hospital necessities. We gravel to the wells and points, the difIn
the
wonderful
title role of the
have about twenty barracks on the Acuities
‘
lary and treasurer,Jennie Van Dyke
Mr. and Mrs. William Last are spendhave been apparently overtlfct the day's Ironing could be dom
ground besides the main hospital build- come. At present a sufficient amount
Mission treasurer, Mrs. Gerrit Brede- ing a few days with Mr. Last’s parents girl— Philippa-ahe gives her many
with
the
heat
thus
secured.
Then
the
weg.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Phernambucq,East friends a characterization worthy of
ing. The pflace has certainlyundergona of water is coming through tke wiwt
brftfca were taken out and thrown into
v
The “Kings Daughters” cUss of Sixth
the greatest praise and one that has
Mist Marion Van Drezer has returna anowbank to extinguish the flame. a marked change since we came and to amply supply the city at the presthe First Reformed church met Monwon the most favorable comments from
ed
from
a
two
months’
visit,
the
guest
And after all that they were atill used there is yet much to be done and all ent time. The trouble with the lee ocday evening at the home of Effie Wewtall critics.
this for men that are going to be shot, curred some time ago and for a time'lt
enbroek. The annual election of offi- of her sister, Mra. Benj. Bush of
as foot warmers on the trip to Holland.
Philippa naturally clings to the big,
cers was held. The following new of- Frankfort, Ky.
Doesn’t that sound horrible and yet it was feared that the difficulty might beMost wonderful of all ,the bricks came
31/. and Mrs. G. P. 0. de Mauriac uplifting things in her life, somehow,
ficers were elected: Martha Barkema
is the plain truth. Let us hope that the come serious. Thins danger seems to
out of their fiery ordeal intact.
were
in
Grand
Rapida
Tuesday.
president: Adriana Was, vice-presialthough her environmentis that of a
war will end soon. I enjoyed mother’s have passed safely,however, according
Though properly enthusiastic,the lodent; Marie Van Duren, secretary; Miss Elda Van Putten was a Grand
<1 father’s
fathAp’fl letters
Intfnra cilast
_ a. %
and
also. Tell AX.
them to reports
cabarrct where she acts as cashier anl
today.
Agnes Kraght, treasurer. The even- Rapids visitor Tuesday.
cal pastor remarked dryly, at the connot
to
worsy
about
me.
Mrs. Thomas Rosendahl was in Grand sometimes spy for the notorious proiog was pleasantlyspent and dainty reclusionof the story, 'But my dear girl,
Rapids
freshmentswere served.
Must close now. Much love to all,
DOG OWNERS OF HOLLAND TOWN
prietorwho is a scamp, selling informayou must remember you are now in
Ed
Vanden
Berg,
of
Volga,
8.
D.,’ is
SHIP TAKE NOTICE
The B. and B. class of the Third ReAugusta
Nieuwsma.
tion to either factino of the warring
what is supposed to be a Christian famDog owners of Holland townehip
formed church met Monday evening at visiting relativeshere.
Mrs. fit el la Clark took the Interur- countries—to whichever means the ily.”
take notice. T he time set for the navthe home of Milton Van byke on the
LAKEVIEW fcCHOOL PARmost gold pieces.
ing of your Jog taxes is from Jan 'l
North Side. The following program ban for Grand Rapids Wednesday.
And then came the second installENTS TEACHERS’ CLUB uu U Feb. 1 1918. Those who have
was carried out: a recitationby Nor- . Wm. Arendshorst was in Grand RapAltho she is apparently the cashier, ment of the tale, as it were. The bricks
that time are subject
man Simpson: a reading by Mr. Van- ids on business Tuesday.
one never forgets that she is of roya'- had been lying for many months near
There will be no meeting of the club to the loss of the dog and a fine of $25
H. W. Hardie of the Hardie-Ekeblad
den Berg; a piano solo by Earl Kardux.
o,, was in Grand Rapids on business ty, that she should have for her back the West Olive oil tanks and were next Friday night. If the school is in
........ -v .. ....... - -c-uv.
nJfaJe J.0**
»t $2 per heai
The following officers were elected for (Tuesday.
ground the drawing room of a palace— saturated with oil. The young lady
the ensuing year: president,Charles
session
next
week
the
club
will
meet
are
tobe*
J1***
Mrs. L. Schoon was in Grind Rapids
not the smoky room of a cabaret. This had discovered no new brand of fuei,
Tan Leute; vice-president,Earl Karnext Friday night. If the «hool U n,, ?oL.hip el.rk
,he h0“' °f
Taeaday
to meet her husband who redux; lecretary-treiiury,Nicholas Hoffturned from Ann Arbor after under- if a still bigger pieture than "Woman- but it is a fact tUt ofl soaked bricks in session, the club meeting will be p By order °* Oharlee BiJander,
ana; Class Reporter, Milton Van Dyke.
hood."
going a serious operation.
eai supply a great deal tf beat
portponed till further notice.
BoDte 11 ,J*olk,ld Towuhip CUifc
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WAGE

TO
LIMBERT PLANT

$6,000 IS
LOSS
CAPT. EDW. RISTO
thing. And— 1 should like rhlldren. T
DIES
IN
I
THE
have no friends, except perhaps you."
Ward strove to keep his voice steady,
CONNECTED WITH 0. * M. COM- MANAGER PERCY REED BAS Aand matter-of-fact.
PANY TOR MANY
ORIEVANCE BROT BEFORE:
"Marriage Is so serious — so vital a
YEARS.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
thing." He was trying to be calm and
Judicial. But his voice Hounded far
Capt. Edward Riato of this city died Says Limbort Co. Pays 1130,000 i* >
off ; his heart pounded in his ears, "To
Wages and Claims Thay Should
marry because one Is alone, or needs suddenly ia Chicago on Friday night.
Capt. Riato wai 4S years old and was
Be Protec Wd
friends— Is a flimsy foundation to build
horn in St. Joseph where he spent his
on."
pleasure.
mile from the clubhouse— two Iron
By
early life. For a time be was employOnce again Elinor surprised him.
Percy Reed, Manager of the Liaa“Not In a woodland,for once," she
gates standingopen between pillars,
Mary Robert* Rinehart
‘There have boon few really great ed by the Graham & Morton Transpor- berts Company, had a grievance to presaid. "And all my fairylikeattributes
and dense shrubbery all about Talbot
passions In the world," she said. "I tation Company and a number of years sent to the Chamber of Commerce ia
would wreck his car there, driving Into faded lu the daylight !"
"Isn't It rather rash?" he asked could almost count them on my fingers. ago he moved to Holland where he has|rogar(ito thc trying coal situation.U#
one of the gates. That would require
The rest of us seem to get along with- since resided. He was a prominently
gravely— "this risking the daylight?"
each departing car U> slow down, probsays that for thc past two weeks eo«A
) "I am here because I ho|>ed you out."
known tug captain,nut'l during the past
ably to stop.
shortage has closed the plant and be"Perhaps there are more than we
few years has commanded boats out of
The arrangement was that Talbot would come to see me." It was Ward’s
cause of this fact $d,000 in wages were*
hoar
about.
Every
now
and
then,
In
walk up to the club, and establish an turn to flush.
Chicago.
my work, I come across somethingso
lost to thc wage-earners of Holland"You
said
you
were
lonely,
I
alibi and hla Innocence by telephoning
Captain Kisto is survived by his widmuch greater than I had expected, self.
He claims that not enough coneevrthought—”
to a city garage for help. The rest
*i am alone, but not as lonely as sacrifice. love, charity,ns to Justify my
":, 0"c d^k:c,‘ I irate,! effort i. m.do on the pnrl of the
was left to Huff and Lethbridge. A
Miss Vera, besides relatives in 8t. Josjou think. There Is plenty to do. I faith In mankind."
local committee to see that industrial
quarter of a mile away across the golf
(CotrtiiU-Mwy Mhcm lUchifl)
"Your faith!" Elinor said softly. onph nnd Charlevoix. The funeral was
have my garden, and I make up little
links, they would have a car In which
fuel is forthcoming,so that factories
bouquets for the school children. You "That Is what I envy you— your faith. held from his homo 86 West 16th 8t.
SYNOPSia.
to make their getaway.
can bo put in operation.Then he seacfrshould see how they love them. Some Not only your faith In your kind, but— Tuesday at 8:30, ondmted under the
Lethbridgewas only lukewarm.
ed to feel that Limbort was not exactly
CHAPTER I-Old Hilary Klnnton. "We’ll get a lot of Jewelry," he ob- days I have a dozen clamoring in the the other sort."
auspices of Unity Lodge, F. L A. M. of'
•tartiof with Socialism,drifts into angetting its share of the fuel that
road under the arbor."
, Faith, hope nnd charity— and the
archy, and fathers round him in the hall jected. "What we need Is money."
this city.
available. He pointed out that Grand
above the villare
of
Wofflncham
a
band
llare
_
Ward was charmed. He had a quick greatestof these Is faith. Alas for old
But Talbot was sure the loot would
oof accomplished desperadoeswho rob
vision of Elinor,eyes dancing and soft Hilary, who had not kept his!
Rapids and Detroit had Chamber* of
the rich. Incite seditions and arm the re- Include money.
TO
belllous. His motherlessdaughter, Elinor,
hair blowing, bending out of her arbor
"I
had
a
governess
once
who
had
Commerce
looking after these fuel dif-It was rather cleverly planned.
is raised to fine living and wrong thinkON PIECE OF
log. to no law and no Christ.
Iculties and that these committee*
From the vault Huff brought up a fine window and dropping her quaint sweet that sort of faith ; It was a great comwilliams and marguerites, mignonette fort to her. But I sit here on my hillCHAPTER II— In an attack on the Ai chain studded with spikes. Stretched and garden roses, down to the children. side, nnd It seems to me that spread
The coroner's verdict as t® the were getting results.He feK that tlii*
rarian bank messenger, old Hilarv
across the road outside the entrance, It
She led the way to the terrace, where out at my feet Is all the Injusticeand cause of thc death of Captain Edward spirit of cooperation in Holland was
killed, but is not suspectedof rompllclty.
meant that every car passing over It
Boroday briggs the body home to the
t)
cruelty nnd hatred In the world. And Risto suddenly in Chicago brot out very much lacking. He stated thaA
hall
would limp along on flat tires. It Henrlette was setting the tea-table.
“Neverthcleas," Ward said suddenly, your God allows It all. My father tried that the well known lake captain died even when his contract coal came ia
CHAPTER III— Ward, assistantrector meant time to the bandits.
of St. Jude's, makes a call of condolence
Huff and Lethbridge who had left ^ am not at u,, 8Ure 1 ,lko your ,,vlng t0 believe— tried hard, hut he Raid that as a result of choking on a piece of $2.50 and $3 n ton made last summer, ,
on Elinor, who consentsto have her faththeir
car in a thicket over the hill here a,one- !t (,oe8n't 8<H>,n 8afe*" when he asked for bread they gave him meat. He and a friend went into a thc cars w-cre confiscatedand sent lo *
er burled from St. Jude's in the odor of
"Safe?"
a stone."
sanctity. The chief of police recognises went first. Talbot followedsoon,
another local factory who ha«Lf
restaurant in Chicago and in swallow
Boroday and 1s suspicious.
"Perhaps
I am unwise to alarm you.
"Do you know who said that?"
hli gray car.
perishablestuff to protect as in excuse
ing a piece of meat, Riato c.hoked and
But this outrage at the country club—"
CHAPTER IV— After the funeral the
“My father,"said Elinor.
"Good
luck, boys," said Elinor
and he was compelled to pay $9 a toa
band meet at the hall and agree to go
.
,
died soon after.
"Ah!" said Elinor, and bent toward
Rather surprised,he let It go at that.
aa before,Elinor acting In her father’! echo of her father, from her garden,
Thc funeral was held Tuesday at to the Sugar company for his coal.
plead. Huff asks Elinor to marry him nnd u-ont hank Infn thp Yinune tn u-ntnh him.
and aha consents,though ehe does not and went back into the bouse to watch
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
He claimed that from the window of '
"There
Is no longer any question that
his home in this city, 84 W. 16th 8t.(
love him. Boroday is arrested and threat- the clock. At one, or a little sooner—
his office he saw hundreds of tons af
ened.
a
band
of
desperadoes
is
terrorizing
the summer dances were early ones—
Rev. J. F. Bowerman officiating.The
coal in yards of bho Board of Publle
she waa to be In her garden again. The t*ie count>' • nn organize*!band of con*
00.
funeral was under the auspices of UniCHAPTER V.
loot would be thrown over the wall, durable Intelligence.They get their
Works standing idle while the Limbesfe
CLOSES
SATty Lodge 191, F. ft A. M.
She was there much earlier, hands Inf°r*,lG,,nfrom the Inside. This last
plant was also standing idle for lack of
o- —
Boroday had used his day's freedom
cold, lips shaking with pervousneeg. oatraKp shows It. No one Is safe."
it. He feit that more consideration
to warn the baud and to make plans
Always old Hilary had done these MAnd this country club affair?" asked
should be given the Limbort Compeay
for regaining his freedom. Of money
FIRM DEALS OUT STOCK DIVI
things. She was profoundly frightened. EHnor. watching Ward Intently.
UNION
he had none. -What he had made under
and he asked that the Chamber ef-d
DEND OF 10 PER CENT; ALSO
Ward, walking rapidly home from "An audaciouspiece of work. Half
old Hilary's leadership had gone back
ELECTS DIRECTORS
Union services will be held on Sun- Commerce do its utmost to see that the •
the club, saw her there, a little after the women In this vicinity suffered,
to Russia, dollar for dollhr. He had
midnight. Vhere was a young moon, Most of them are my parishioners.”
day evenings by First and Trinity Re- company got some relief and could..
financed part ot the Kiev defense of
start again.
and at first he thought he must be mis- . “Ah !" breathed Elinor, “I am sorry." Have Business Enough for Balance
formed churches as long as the fuel
the Jews, hod saved Prince Ovarsky
taken. Then, when he was sure of her, Ward shruggedhis shoulders rueful*
Mr. Reed said that thc company did
situation remains ns it is.
1918; New Kerosene Engine
from Siberia. There were other things.
he ran up the shallow steps. The glad- ly. "It means, I dare say, that the poor
get
a car thru and they intended to
Money would save Boroday. And
On such Sundays when these union
a Wianer.
ness that was over him rang out Id his of the parish will get less than ever
start
the factory yesterday and oat ing there was practicallyno money.
services art> held in Trinity Reformed
deep voice.
to rush of orders received at the furnBy unanimous couseot they kept the
“So now I have your secret," he sold
la its day the Chamber of Commerce church Holland serviceswill bo held in
news of his arrest from Elinor.
iture conventionat Grand Rapids it gaily. “Like all the «ther fairies, yoq
and Bonus Committee has had several the First church in the afternoon. The
It was Talbot whq planned the counthat the plant be kept
are only to be seen In the moonlight 1"
manufacturingprojects under consider- first of tho union services will he hell
try club coup. The Russian was Id Jail
“In the daylight,"said Elinor,trying
in
Trinity
Reformed
church
next
bul
1,0 ,elt th,t 11 w“ P™'*1"1
then, on a trumped-up charge. Old
ation; some fell thru, others were
to smile, “I frequentthe woodlands,
day evening, beginning at the usual ly useless to start on a car of coal, run
Hilary dead and Boroday In Jail— there
landed; some failed to pan out well
and miss my most agreeable visitor—
hour. Thc pastor of the First church for three days, which is os long as the *
was no one to advise caution.
others arc monuments to our industrial
my only visitor." She corrected hex*
coal will last, and then stop again, .
"Boroday 111!" Elinor exclaimed.
wellbeing. Every city gets its “tart- will preach tho sermon.
self.
They were accounting for his absence
Morning and afternoon services will ready to heat up for another littlo.
per hand was Ice in his.
ers” and its successfulones.
spurt.
from her Saturday-night dinner. “Why.
“You are cold!"
Thc Brown-Wall Engine Co. has be conductedby Dr. M. Kolyn in the
then he should be here, where he cun
Thc Chamber of Commerce felt very
First Reformed church, next Sunday
“Really, no."
proven to be one of thc monuments, so
be cared for."
serious over the Limbort situation,aa
on account of thc absence of thc pasThere was a minute's pause. They
“We told him that." Lethbridge was
to apeak and their developmentin the
tor who will fill a* classicalappoint- could be plainly seen. The Board of
always readiestwith his tongue. “But had no coromou ground between them.
past is only a meager indication of
Ward,
who
dreamed
of
her
eyes,
ano
ha's not sick en^n-h tn need nment at Beavcrdam. Prof. Kolyn’s Public Works coal wai discussed but
what thc future has in store for this
took long walks up the hill In the mere
subjects will be: “Perfect Peace in a Frank Bolhuis, who is a member of
rapidly growing industry.
hope of seeing her In her garden,
World of Strife,” nnd “Perfect Pence that body, explainedwhy the bond*
Mr. Frank Wall, the efficient managInsurance
found himself dumb, now that he stood
must save their fuel supply. He said::
in a World of Sin.”
er of thc plant says that the company
before her. He had meant to be most
Thc Board has enough for fifty days’
impersonal, to run In, say a cheery
Success; Reliable
has orders enough to keep them busy
supply purchased at a very reasonable
1
"good night" to her, and be off. But
for the rest of the year and there is PRESENTS STANDARDS
face to face, with the dark house loomDEMAND AUTOMOBILE figure early in tho season, and while
not a war order among them.
that may seem a large amount of coal
ing over them, he plunged Into thf
Thc stockholders a: « meeting helJ
A LARGE AMOUNT OF MONEY thing nearest his heart.
retching over considerable time, theCould thc American people get along
Tuesday elected the directorsfor the
SAVED EACH MEMBER OF
"Are you still so— alone?"
way coal supplies are figurtd these.
ensuing year and declared a stock divi- without thc automobile! Undoubtedly!^|ti„ ia-j Mf Bolhuii'if #e fivr*
“There are the servants."
THE MUTUAL
•©«/)«** dend of 10 per cent. Thc plant has they could, but no easier than they t0 the Limbcrt factorjr| th# piano
“I— I think of you often. One of my
About 100 Mutual fire insurance comwindows faces this way, and I can see
more than doubled its capacity since could get along without thc typewriter, wi„ c(mc npxt( and tbpn IIoinl faet0TJ..
panies have been operating in Michia light burning very late."
<*oming to Holland from Lansing, an<] telegraph,telephone,street car and cle- and ao on down the line and
#ll
gan for many years, insuring the farm
“I read at night. I do not sleep well
is planning other big things in thc very vator. It is necessary in order to nmin- i1„iulltri(.B(ira,win,jfroin the coal pile the
ere and business property on the Mutu- But you— you are up late, also."
near future.
tain present standards of human effic- Board would loon find itlieifwith
"Ah !" He bent a littletoward her in
al plan. Mutual companies are successOne
reason
for
the
rapid
develop ienoy . It is one of the things that hnslpty bins which would mean no power,
ful -when their members realize that his eagernesR. “You know that? You
ment of the Brownwall Engine Co. is a made us great in achievement, be cause ll0 iig|lt and not water( cau8lng induJ
know my window?"
"And This Country Club Affalrr
they are saving themselves money by
departure that the company has gone it has kept us in closer touch with trial .tngnation to many other indus“Yes. I watch It very often."
Asked EMnor.
using care and coution to' avoid losses
It was well for Walter Huff, crouched
into. It is the making of an engine others. It has reduced miles to yards,! tries using power, inconvenience to nil’
and paying assessments promptly upon In the shrubberyat the country club, this year. Mrs. Bryant, for Instance, run by kerosene oil instead of gasoline.
hours to
' I who use light and a serioua condition
receipt of the first notice.
eyes glittering, automatic revolver Id who has always been generous, lost a It is needless to say what this fact
There is thereforea feeling in official I to water users aud the protectionof our
The stock insurance rate upon auto hand, that he did not hear the thrill nearl necklace and a wonderfulpear- would mean to the users of tho engine
ns well as in civic, circles, that after |0wn city in case of fire. We are sershaped pink pearl."
mobiles lias been exceedingly high, In Ward's voice that night In Elinor’s
when
the
difference
in
price
between
the automobileplants have fulfilled vants of the people and the coal be“Is she— a wealthy woman?"
garden, or her soft reply.
costing over $50 per year to cover fire,
the
two
fuels
for
motive
power
is con- their obligations and handed over to longs to them, but wc may not jspar“Very,
I
believe."
Many things cried for utterance in
theft, and liability upon a $1,000 car.
thc government whatever facilities are dize their interests, no matter howWard; his pitiful sense of the girl's 'Then Is It such a terrible thing for sidered.
A successful mutual automobileIn loneliness,a yearning desire to com- her to lose the pearl? Perhaps these
The company is simply swamped with necessary for thc manufactureof mu- much wo would like to help in this trysurancs company is now starting upon fort her. to be near her— even more bandits, ns you call them, think they orders for its kerosene engine that is
nitions, they can best fulfilltheir duty jng situation.”
its fourth season. The company is in
that magic night, a mad longing to hold could use these things better than the proving such a wonderfulsuccess and to help win the war by building plcn- The Chamber of Commerce felt tha*»
suring in the country districtsand out his arms and coax her Into them, people who owned them.”
something must be done to hustle slongWard smiled. “I daresay we all for that reason, is being shipped all ty of
srnah cities of Michigan,outside of ns one might coax some shy creature
over the United States and Canada.
Thus this year will see many of our industrialcoal for Holland and they
think
we
could
use
the
other
fellow’s
of the woods.
Detroit and Grand Rapids, and it has
Thc farming community of both Otta- factories busy all night and day sup appointed a live committeein the per-But Elinor was suddenly aloof and possessions better than he does."
been able to carry the insurance, covElinor persisted,frowning a little.
wa and Allegan counties is also in- plying the boys “over there” with sons of Thos. N. Robinson, Arend VUdistant again. At any time now a car
ering! fire, theft, an damage claims
‘Things are so terribly mixed up," stalling tho Brown-Wall production their requirements and the folks left scher, O. J. Diekema and Austin Hirwould come wildly down the hill, and
against the owner of the car at a small toss at her feet Us defiance of law and she said. "If you could know the things rapidly and there are few farmers of behind with
rington who will cooperate with W. J.
cost of from $6 to $8 per year. The ownership. What had she and this that I know"— Ward looked faintly any importancewho do not have thc
In both these duties— to tho soldier J. Garrod, chairman of the Fuel Comcompany has made a splendid success man before her In common? The thrill amused— "the people who are fighting company’s make on the farm.
and to the civilian—the automobile in- 1 mittoe to see that more fuel for our
for a, principle,and have nothing
because it has a select membership, in- was In his voice now, but how quickly
With the extreme high cost of gaso- dustry wll be helping materially to factories is forthcoming.
fight
with,
fighting
for
life
sometimes!
It would turn to loathlpgwhen be
cluding -such men as Ex-GovernorRich,
line, and the tendency to go still high- route the enemy. Just as physical fit
knew ! She put out her cold hand, aud A good half of the world, you know.
Bx-GovernorWarner, and many of the
Just struggles along, and the other half er, tho Brown-Wall Kerosene Engin..- no«s in the soldier is the prime essen- SIXTY SACKS OF MAIL
he took it.
state and county officers, leading law“I am going In now. Good night, and Is so smug, so satisfied;It’s— It's hor is showing a big saving to users of this tial on the battlefield so it is equally
DELAYED BY STORM
yers and bankers, businessmenand thank you for stopping.
rible."
engine. In fact it soon pays for itself important that there be at hand even
ARRIVE IN GRAND
farmers throughoutthe state, having
Ward found himself dismissed, and, Mr. Ward stared at her.
in the fuel saving affected,it is said. aid to prompt an energetic action on
"How
In
the
world
do
you
come
by
a membership on January 1st of 27,431 rather dazed, went down the steps to
The directors chosen by the stock- thc part of those at home.
Grand Haven Tribune—Sixty sack*
such thoughts?" he demanded.
members. The company makes an as- the road. But one thing he carried
There is scarcely a phase or feature
holders
at tho meeting recently held
T’ve
never
known
anything
else;
of mail, delayed t^y the snow blockade
with him down the hill that night :
sessment once each year and the memare: Frank White, John Vandersluis, of business life which the automobile
was brought up on the injustice
"I watch your window very often.
on the railroads arrived in Grand HAbers as a rule pay promptly, thereby
The reverend Mr. Ward left his light things. You have your poor here In Dick Boter, Wm. Arendshorst, A. H. has not entered with beneficialresults. en Tuesday night on all lines snd were
saving themselves the high rates charg- on all of that night, so fearful was he the parish, but you see I was brought Meyer, E. A. Brown, F. A. Wall.
It carries thousandswhere railroads
dumped into tho Grand Haven poatofcd by stock companies.
and street cars cannot penetrate. It is
that she might look for It, and not find up with the poor of all the world. I
fice. The postal employes in the local
am
afraid
I'm
always
for
the
under
The company in the year 1917 paid it
ready at call.
BIDS
office have been having sort of an east
dog."
And
while
It
burned,
under
the
very
75 claims for fire, 142 claims for theft,
| The Village Board of the Village of
These facts are more generally reaRather startled was Rtfv. Mr. Ward Baugatuck, Michigan, will receive bids
time for the last day or two, but a treshadow
of
Saint
Jade’s
once
more
the
and 257 claims of Hability made
lized than ever since we entered the
that summer afternoon on the terrace until 4 o’clock,p. m., Feh. 4)th, 1918,
vault In the basement room at the hall
mendous amount of work greeted the»
against the owner of the car, Automowar. People have ceased to think of
for the following quantity of salt-glazswung open to Elinor’s practiced fin- •t the HaU, startledarid puzzled.
Tuesday night and Wednesdaymornbile owners realize the danger from
I “Down In our hearts,"he said, "per- ed tile, F. O. B. Saugatnck, Michigan, the automobilein terms of pleasure
gers.
ing, when Pere Marquettea: d Interur*
firs and theft and damage cases and
The village rang with the news of haps we are all of us for the under to be delivered on or before March 1, only. T hey know by proof of eye and
ban lines were opened up. Busineea
1918:
dog.
But
how
does
that
excuse
my
thereforegood business man cannot the outrage the next day. No one had
personal experience that it ia a great
2170 feet 6 inch salt glazed tile
houses have sufferedconsiderably latebandits?"
think of going without insurance.A been hurt, but Jewels of large value
and indisptasibleutility. There will
1574 feet 8 inch salt glazed lile
‘This Mrs. Bryant— how much do
had
been
taken.
large mutual company with one overnot be the usual output of can this ly through being cut off from the onA*
396 feet 10 inch salt glazed tile
you suppose you are going to lose for
side world but resumption of traffichas*
To
Huff
and
the
others,
the
raid
bad
head expense, having over 300 agents
446 feet 12 inch salt glazed tile
year— that is impossible. It is thereyour poor by her loss?"
been
practicallya failure. There had
eased thing* up considerably today..
1
12”xl2”xl0”
salt
glazed
tee
in Michigan, connection with the leadfore good advice to order early if early
"Not so much, but enough. She had
been less than a thousand dollars in
—
1
12”xl2”x
8”
salt glazed tee
ing law firm in nearly every county, is
delivery is desired, for ail signs point
money— not enough to begin negotla- promised a lot of things. She called
Bids must he accompaniedby a cerGRAAF8CHAP
able to give its members good service tIons for Boroda.v’gfrwKlom. It began up this morning to say that It was all tified check for $100. sealed and mark- to a great demand of cars.
:o:
and the fact tha* it haa over 27,000 to look as though the dangerous busl- off." He started to say that all bets ed on the outside “Bid on tile for the
Mrs. J. Menken ia on the sick liat.
My Tuesdays are meatless.
were off, but decided that It was un- villageof Baugatuck, Mich.”
Mins Gertie Jacobs visited her parmombera receives prompt service from ness of selling some of Elinor’sjewels
My Wednesdays are wheatless.
clerical and changed It. "But I didn’t
The right is reserved to reject any
ents Sunday.
the automobile detectives in the large would have to be resorted to. LethI’m
getting
more
eatlesa
each
day.
come here to worry you about myself and all bids. Address all bids to the
The school district No. 5, KHnwe
cities, because in notifying the secre- brldge was wllUnf t0 undertake It. ti*- or the parish. I think you should not Village Clerk, Baugatuck, Michigan.
My home It Is heatless,
was closed Monday on aceoant of the
My
bed
It
is
sheetleas.
L. R. BRADY,
ary of tho recovery of . .Men
af,d 'he“ P,r"lJ „
be here alone."
sickness of ono of the teachers,Miae
..
0.
Elinor offered all the diamonds. If
They are sent to the Y. M. C. A.
Village Clerk.
Elinor looked down over the village.
they .re not.fying practically27,000 she mugt
pQrt ghe wou,d
Elsie Teerman.
The bor-rooma are treaties*,
:o:
‘Then perhaps, after all, It would be
Mrs. H. Van Oea visitedher parent*,
automobile
t^g pe^rig, Talbot sorted ont the
My
coffee
Is
sweetlens,
A stray female pup having 3 white
hettel- If I married at once."
Mr. and Mrs. J. Busscher for a few
Each
day
I
get
poorer
and
wiser,
Witfh the organizationand growth, *tones to be sold, but left them with
feet, white breast and a white spot on
days.
“Ah l You are to be married?"
My stockings are feetlees,
the nose, wandered to my home. Owner
continued interestif shown, in the Crt- he; for safety. She had never cared
Henry Hoffmeyervisited friend* amf
“Now that my father Is gone," said
My
trousers
are
seatleas,
zena’ Mutual AutomobileInauranee
ber Jewels. They were not half Elinor wistfully, Tt seems the heat may have same by calling at J. H. Diet* And all that I get from the Kaiser. relative* at Botouto for a few adya.
era, Bd.
2t
of Howell,
Air.
“ ber flowers-aird eh* pan|

od from them without • pang. But
there was one pink pear-shaped pearl
he's laid up.*’
1 that had come In the night before, that
3llnor was a little hart.
In the arbor, after dinner, they she would have rather liked to wear.
On Monday afternoonWard called
planned the robbery. Where old Hilon
Elinor. The memory of that short
ary would have taken a month to think
and plan, they took minutes. There meeting In the garden had been with
was a ball at the club that night, the him ever since. There was a new light
In his eyes, but she greeted him delast of the waning country-club season.
The entrance to the grounds was a murely, although she flushed with

and he's deacedlydisagreeable

Hm Girl Who
Bad No God
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PAGE SIX
THIETY-FIVE

olland City

TEAM AGO

_

FORMER HOLLAND

I

GIRL

Ob laot Sunday night a babe of
Mr. George Onlmnn died.
last Tuesday afternoon John Sehrier
who ia working for Mr. F. Koning in a
aawmiU at West Olive, broke hia right
leg in two places. He was rolling logs
and slipped and fell, the! og rolling on
his leg with the above results.

_

SS

HEARD FROM AFTER

WEDS

EERIE MAR MILES BECOM-

ES THE WIFE OF DR.

B. E.

GATLIN.

News

JURY DECIDES
AGAINST LOCAL

LIBRARY TO BE
HEADQUARTERS FOR
MANUFACTURER
NEW DRIVE

LOCAL BOY LEFT HOLLAND
THREE YEARS
AGO.

H. W.

HARDIE SUED FOR

$15,000.00

DAMAGES ON ALIENATION
CHARGE.

FU^DS TO BE COLLECTED THERE
FOR HIGHLY NECESSARY WAR
RELIEF

WORK

with my gleree on, is it was 19 cold,
and we did not always have all three,;
knife; fork and apoon, were lucky to
get any one of the three.

We

had about one lantern for the six

tents. During the cold weather if you

had a lantern you

coul’d

put

it

under

pail eo they could not see the light

A friend in Holland has received the
The case of Frans Pearson of HolWm. Vanda* Berg, 108 West fleve
and heat the tent up a little,then you
in regard to the t*enth street, received a letter Friday land against H. W. Hardie, local jew- A new “drive” that is entirely disInvitations are out for the wedding
were not sure of having oil. You have
marriageof Misa Birdie Mae Milos from kis son Harry announcing ihat the eler manufacturer,tried in Circuit tinct from the general war movements
of Miss Lillie Rose, daughter of Mr.
two wool blankets about the width of
M. W. Rose, Esq., assistantgeneral who lived in Holland for a number of young miu is with the American army Court Friday came to a dose a/ter two being held is to open in Holland. The your cot, but they would not keep
freight agent of the Chicago and West years:
headquarters for the “drive” will be
in the Panama Oanal zone. The letter days’ trial.
Michigan fif’y to Mr. J. W. Young of
“A marriage of much intereet to brought joy to the heart of the boy’s Pearson claimed damages amounting at the city library. For ten days th* one warm altho I slept with part o!
my clothing on. I would buy newsZeeland.
their many friends in Anlalusia anS father and sister since they had not to $15,000 for the alienationof his funds will be collected there with
papers to put between my blankets to
TWENTY FIVE YEARS AGO
Covington county was solemnisedon heard from him for three years and did wife's affections.The defendant in which to auppfiyartificial limbs, applihelp keep warm, but more than ones I
Died at Holland Landing, Ontario on
Christmas day at the home of Dr. and not know whether he was living or his testimony denied being responsible ances, supports, boots for deformed
on Monday morning, James Boyd, fathlaid for a couple of hours waiting for
Mrs. E. L. Gatlin when Miss Berdie dead.
for the trouble between Pearson and and wounded feet, everything imaginer of David L. Boyd of 'this city, aged
the bugle to sound, as I was too cold to
Mae Miles, the aceomplished daughter
76 years.
Young Vnnden Berg left Hollano his wife and the case was hard fought able for the disabled and wounded.
sleep.
of Mr. and Mrs. ClarenceMattingly, three years ago. Before that he had from the beginning.A number of HolTWENTY YEARS AGO
Miss Stella Dillon,a close friend of
Our water was all cold that we had
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. Brockema, was united in marriage to Dr. B. E. been employed at the Sentinel and in land people were called as witnesses. Misa Jennie Ranters, city librarian,
1
wash and have in— in fact all thjChicago— a son.
Gatlin. Rev. D. P. Slaughter, officiat- various other places. From here he went
The jury after being out for three and who has frequently visited in HolJacob Luidcna, one of North Hol- ing. The happy couple left for Atlanta
water we used. Otoce a week we went
to Traverse City where he was em hours brought in a verdict of $700 dam- land, has been engaged with others in
land’s early residents,died last week
to the main station for a shower bath.
where Dr. Gatlin will resume his stud- ployed for a time by the Record-Eag- ages in favor of Mr. Pearson.
this work in Paris for a long time. In
aged W years.
Then of course, during detention you
ies in a dental college in that city.’'
le company. Then he disappeared and
Attorneys Diekema, Kollen k Ten a personal letter to Miss Ranters she
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
don’t get liberty. We were on special
there were various reports thot he had Cate, for Mr. Hardie, stated Saturday makes an appeal for funds to carry on
John fiebuurman, son in law of Philip
detail— working at carrying lumbji,
Heyboer, of Noordeloos died last Mon- SAG Q A TUCK PAPER BOOSTS
joined the Canadian service.
morning that they would make a mo- this work. Responding to the appeal
day morning at the home of Mr. HeyTHE INTERURBAN SERVICE But no definite news was received tion immediatelyasking Judge 0. 8. Miss Ranters has arranged for a ten digging ditches,cleaning up around
boer. The deceased was 2.') years of
the barracksbefore they were put to
from him by the family until Friday, Cross to set aside the verdict of the days’ campaign. A box will be placed
use, and if they did not have enough
Saugatuck Commercial-Record—
To and they have worried a great deal jury because they contend that the in the library into which donations
TEN YEARS AGO
the “bull pen”— similarto a jail
speak in unreserved commendation o* about him. He wrote that he was in verdict was contrary to the law in the may be dropped. The following from
Mrs. M. 0. Witteveen,died Monyou
would maybe get a chance to oncom as given by the court in his charge Miss Dillon’s letter explains the work:
day morning at 11 o’clock at the age the aervice of a public utility corpora- the Coast ArtilleryCorps of the U. 8.
load
coal. As soon as thq barracks
to
the
jury.
“I want you to beg money from evof 70 years. Mrs. Witteveen was one tion is a pleasure that falls to the lot Army and that he was enjoyingthe
of Holland's oldest settlers,'coming of a newspaper with less frequency service. He is stationed at Christobel, The section in question is Section 3 ery man, woman and child for our were completed at Camp Dewey we
here from the ^tlharlandswith the
of the charge which reads as follows: work. I should like you to limit your- moved. We thought we were in paraand is a member of Company 5.
than might be wished.
Van Raalte Colonistsin 1847.
”The law in this class of cases is self to a ten days’ program and at tin- dise compared with what we had had.
The service of the Michigan Railway The young man’s brother, Ray, forBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Hero Brat,
The barracks have steam heat, electric
duriag the unprecedented bad weather merly employed at Geo Lage’s drug well settled. In order for a huabani end of the time send me the money
Wednesday, Jan. 2.1, a daughter.
lights, apd running water. We steep in
of the present winter has been as near- store, West Thirteenth street,is also to recover damages from a third party Every chiid who comes to the library
hammocks, which are up six feet from
ly perfect as was humanly posible. The in the army, being stationed at Camp for alienating the affectionsof the could give something if no more than n
GIVES
the floor, and as quick as a canoe
wife, be must show that such parties cent and I know your friends could
task of keeping the tracks dear has Custer.
SONG
to sleep in, so you are sure of a quick
took an active and intentional part each give more. No sum is too great,
seemed at times an absolutely impossiawakening most any time during the
in causing the estrangement. Liabi! or too small to be of use. I have writThe Century Club met at the home ble one’ and the «P«®« must have PLAN
night. Sometimes they don’t hurt
ity is imposed upon an intermeddle; ten many begging letters and it’s hard
of Dr. and Mrs. Van Verst Monday- en far be7ond anJ mere money rethemselves , other times they get
where he purposely and unjustifiably er than giving, I assure you. I know
evening. Miss KatherinePost gave a ceipt* in return< Nevertheless,the Inevery one has already given. But let bruised; one broke his arm. They doreview of “fiturdy Oak,” and a quar- terurban» on thi9 division, has neve: NEEDS OF AGRICULTURALISTSOF induces either husband or wife to
not take up much space and are off of
abandon the other, but is not imposed them do without somethingand give i
tette consistingof Misses Evelyn Kep- 1 h*611
Up for more than a ,ew hour
THIS COUNTY, AS OF REST
the floor, thus making it eaaier to keeplittle
more.
upon him unless by action knowingly
pel, Florenee Vennema and Messrs. a* a t*me, and has more than onc^ put
STATE, TO BE LISTED
“I will tell you that we make limbs, dean. Our food is good of courseand intentionallycommitted for that
Page and Hospers sang three cycles
car* trough when the steam roads
appliances,
supports,boots for deform some meals are not as good as othera
purpose, he was the procuring cause of
were hopelesslystalled.
tonga of the Allies as
1 w,‘r'1
A farm labor survey of Ottawa Coun- the separation. Applying this rule of ed and wounded feet, everything imag or as much of a variety, but taking
First Cycle— France, The Marseilty together with the rest of the state law to this case I charge you that the inable for the disabled and the wound- them as a whole they Ire good. One
PLAN
laise; Canada, The Maple Leaf Forevto determinehow many men must be plaintiff, in order to secure a verdict ed. I am with the French Red Cross thing the food is surely clean.
ASSOCIAer; Italy, Garibald’s War Hymn. 2nd
Consideringeverything it is better
supplied to the farmers of the county at your hands, must show that the de but now it is all the one cause. We go
Cycle— England, Rule, Britannia; ScotTION IN
than
what I expected, especiallyfor
to help them keep up maximum pro- fendant Hardie purposely and unjusti- to the hospitals, see what is neded, oft
land, The Blue Bells of Scotland; Iretime
of
war. The boys coming in now
duction in 1918 will be conducted dur- fiably induced Mrs. Pearson to aban- en making a plaster cast of a deform
land, The Wearing of the Green. 3rd LOCAL MEN TO JOIN IN MOVE TO
do
not
have
to go through with what
ing Februray under the general super- don her husband, and that the defend- ed limb and on this build out and
Cycle — Japan, May our Lord Reign
we
did
at Paul Jones Camp. I am glail
INCREASE THE MEAT
vision of A. B. Cook, federal farm laHardie took
active make a limb which is light in weight
Long; Greece, Hymn to Freedom; BelI went through what I did for now we
SUPPLY.
bor director for Michigan, it is an- and intentional part
caus and a heavenly comfort to a poor mutigium, Brabanconne; AH, The Star
nounced by M. A. C. Inasmuch as such ing the estrangement and that the de lated man. It is done in papier mache tell the jackies they have missed part
Spangled Banner.
of the navy. The government do all
Phns are being made to go in fo: survey will require a statementfrom fendant Hardie by acts knowingly an 1 and has a great advantage over anyThe music was in charge of Mrs. S.
every agriculturistin the state, school intentionallycommitted for that pur- thing^ else used since it is so light in they possibly can do to get the barR. McLean. Refreshmentswere served Rabbit breeding in Holland on a large
children will be asked to help with the pose was the procuring cause of the weight and still very strong and not racks completed before cold weather,,
by Meadames, Bosch Me Bride, A. T. scale. The local rabbit breeding enso we can’t complain.
thusiasts hope to arouse enough inter- work. Youngsters in the rural districts separation,unless the plaintiff satisfies affected by water or by dampness.
Godfrey and Prof. Nykerk.
I have been in several big reviews
“Of course we need money and rao/e
est in the matter here so that a branen will be supplied with a number of you by a preponderance of the evidence
other
than the ones we have every
of the Michigan Rabbit Breeders’ as- questionnairesto be distributedamong of these facts he cannot recover and money. Paper, leather,everything one
POLICE
Wednesday
for the commandant of the
sociation can be formed here. A. A. farmers, and when these have been your verdict must be, “No Cause of needs is most expensive and so far wo
236
station.
Ex-President
Roosevelt,Sec’y
Jiave worked on donated money only,
Harrison, 20 West 13th street, is one filled out they will be taken up by the Action.’ ”
IN PAST
of
Navy
Daniels,
Scc’y
of Navigation
of the men most active in this move- boys and girls and turned over to their
The attorneys for the defendantput not calling on any of the R. C. funds
Bureau,
a
high
Russian
Naval officer,
which
go
for
so
many
other
necessary
ment, and prospective rabbit breeders teachers,who in turn will forward a special question to the jury based
Aecordingto police report, issuej
things.
and
several
other
noted
men, so we
can obtain information from him. them to the agriculturalagents in their upon the judge’s charge and they conrecently by Chief of Police, Delbert
had
to
pass
in review on each occasion.
counties.
These
latter,
will
then
send
“If
you
could
see
how
people
here
de
There ore a number of men in Holland
tend that the jury answered “No” to
Fortney of Grand Haven, 236 cases
who are already breeding rabbits,one them here to be used by the form la- that question as set forth in section 3 prive themselves of the common com- Personally I like the reviews— fifteen
were handed by that city’s police in
forts of life in order to help, you thousand jackies passing in review
bor director.
and at the same time the jury gives
the period of 12 months covered in the of them averagingfrom 50 to 150 a
year.
Although no formal announcement the plaintiff a verdict for $7(ft)which would feel that every one you know makes a pretty sight. The station
first report. Of this number 231 of the
The Michigan Rabbit Breeders’ as- has thus far been forthcoming from shows that the verdict is a conflicting could make some small sacrifice to help band, the largest band in the country,
peraons affectedwere males and five
the superintendent of public instruc- one and for that reason they intend to such a useful work. If yju saw the with seven hundred musicians, two
were females.The eases are listed and sociation,of which Holland may become a branch, will hold an exhibit in tion, it is expected that he will short- file a motion asking Judge Cross to set crippled men coming to our work hundred buglers and fifty drummers.
elatsifld as
rooms asking for help you could feel The band alone is a grand eight to aeo
Grand Rapids on Feb. 1 and 2 which ly designate two days in February the verdict aside.
Assault and battery,six; auto speedthe joy to be the cause of one leav pass review.
many
Holland
men
are
planning
to
at- for this work and on these two days
ing, 55; persons accused of being con
The jury in the case were Bernard
ing with some appliance that gives real
•schools will very probably be distend.
Guy
Rouse,
Hoover’s
representI have dined and danced at most aH
victs, 1; burglary, 1; cutting corners,
Poest, Holland Twp.; Gerrit Gobben,
comfort. I give all my time, often the big clubs in Chicago. The people
ative
in
Kent
County,
has
offered
a missed to facilitate the distribution
«7; drunk, 62; disorderly,33; driving
Holland City; John Box, Park Twp.;
working until late at night. Oh! I simply treat you grand. There ia n>
and collection of the questionnaires.If
auto without licenses, 2; driving over building free to the associationfor this
John Brown, Grand Haven; John Van
show.
could tell you many sad things but you trouble in getting acquainted with the
this is done the county school commisfresh pavement,2; driving auto withKocvering, Zeeland; John Freriks, Zeegood and respectable people.
In speaking of the purpose of the sioners will have general direction of land; Justin Zy litre, Allendale; George must be able to imagine them.
out lights, 2; dumping ashes, 2; ember“Please make a, strong appeal for
Michigan
Rabbit
Breeders’
association, the work in their several districts.
I have transferred from the seaman
alemont, 1; felonious assault,1; furnKlempke, Grand Htfven Twp.; Sherman
help and got some money off to me at
one of the backers said:
With the necessary informationat
branch to landsman for electricianin
ishing liquor to habitual drunkards, 1;
Munger, Polkton;Edwin Fellows, Olthe end of ten days.”
“Do you know that the population hand to tell him how much help will ive; George Nash, Wright; Henry
radio-wirelesswork on a ship or aeroillegal cohabitation, 2; larceny, 7;
of
this country is increasing 11 per be needed, and when and where it
plane. I may transfer to general elecmashing, 1; motorcycle speeding, 2;
Bolthouse, Spring Lake.
will be so required, the labor director
trician as I undestandthey are going
not dimming lights, ; not stopping at cent per year and that the meat supply
The attorneys for Mr. Hardie are the
BOY
is decreasing 30 per cent each year? will begin organizing agencies for
to send a draft of regulars to Brooksignal of officer, 1; not sending chillaw firm of Diekema, Kollen & TenCate
meeting these needs.
THE
lyn to school. That is not open to Redren te school, J; obtaining money un Help solve the meat problem by’ raisand the firm of Herman k Johnston of
ing
rabbits.
By
doing
so
you
can
supserves
and N. N. V’i that’s why I
der false pretenses,1; obstructing the
Grand Rapids represented Mr. Pearson IS A GRADUATE FROM THE LOCAL
ply your table with the very choicest SPECIAL
think
I
would stand a good chance to
streets, 1; peddling without license, 2;
HIGH SCHOOL
meat
the
year
round.
And
not
only
are
go.
parking wrong way, 2; violationof liq
BIBLE
they worth while for the food supply
RED CROSS
Mr. E. D. Dick of the Buss Machine
uor law, 4; violating water ordinance,
I can receive over ten words a minthey
furnish
but
their
hides
arc
valuWorks
has received a letter from his ute, but we are in quarantine ao could
1; violating fire ordinance 1; violating
Another special call has been made N. J. JONKER HEADS TRINITY
able for fur.
cousin, Merl Dick, who with his par not go on either last or this week’*
pool room ordinance, 1; vagrancy, 9;
to the Ottawa County Red Cross and
CHURCH ORGANI“For the amount of space and time
total, 236.
ents lived at 209 West 11th St. and draft. I hope I may go next week. I
the allotments have been parcelled out
ZATION.
and
capital
required
there
is no outdoor
was a local high school boy at one think the doctor will raise the quaranBesides the arrests and the cases
to the different branches. In the prestime. The letter follows:
trot to trial through the local officers, enterprise one can enter that will
tine Sunday. At Harvard we take a
ent specialcall 90 comfort pillows are
At the home of N. J. Jonker, 417
Jan. 18, 1918
many investigationswere made by the prove so profitable as raising rabbits.” wanted and sixty bed spreads. These
four months course, and I am going toCentral Avenue, the Men’s Adult Bi
Cntil a branch associationis formed
Dear Cousin:
city pfilice,which came under th?ir
study hard and try to be a petty offimust be at headquartersof this dis- ble Class of the Trinity Reformed
While I was home on my furlough cer. I hope I get in to actual aervio
jurisdiction. City police arc required here those interestedin the movement trict on Feb. 15.
church held its annual meeting Monday
can secure information from Mr. HarNew Years. I read your letter. I had before the war is over. I am carrying
to keep watch of the downtown busiThe job has been apportioned as fal- night, at which the following officers
rison.
planned on running over to Holland on about $15,000 worth of life inanraaco
ness district to see that store doors are
lows: Holland— 45 pillows and 15 bed- were elected: N. J. Jonker, president
my furlough if we did not get over so if I don’t come back it will moan a
locked at night and that no more lights
spreads; Grand Haven 23 pillows and John Luidens, vice-president;H. Van
,
four days including traveling time. 1 nice little sum for the folks. If wo
than are needed are burning in the HOPES
S bedspreads; Zeeland, 12 pillows and der Warf, secretary;and A. Bouwman
got six days so decided to go home at should meet with defeat— of course webusiness places.
4 bedspreads; Coopersville,12 pillows treasurer. After transacting the busi
it will be the last time for four years won’t— I would not want to com© back.
Investigationsof this sort are das
and four bed spreads.
ness end of the meeting a social tim«*
I will have an opportunity to go home.
We are expecting pay today, so had
•ified as follows in the report; number
The preliminary work for this job was enjoyed by all present, at which
In a furious game of basket ball at
I will start right at the beginning better quit and get ready to “fall” in.
of investigations,
173; number of doors
Kalamazoo Friday night Hope College iwll be prepared at local headquarters music was furnished by a male quar —I enlistedat Sioux City the 4th of
found open, 34; number of lights out,
Hoping to hear from yon soon and
live defeated the Western State Norm- this week so that a shipment can bo tottc, a paper read by John Luiden*
August and was sworn in the 7th of hoping you folks aro well and happy,
242; animals killed, 76; latenciesreand a host of riddles sprung by John Sept., at Omaha. After arriving at the
al squad by a score of 28 to 22. The made by the end of next week.
I remain,
ported, 19; burglars reported 12; l0«t
When this job has been completed a Erickson.
game was a rough and tumble, frce.forstation
I
was
held
in
detention
for
21
children restored,6; ordered to headYour cousin,
-:o:all affair, both teams going in for blood day will bo set aside for volunteers to
days, but as the winter barracks were
quarters,61; wheels picked up, 11; valMerl Dick.
help at the Red Cross headquarters to
IS
as they are rivals of long standing.
not completed in time, was compelled Address, Radio School Co. A. 2, 7th.
oe of stolen goods recovered,$97.
Hope continued to play the unbeata- prepare war relief work for .French
to remain in the detention camp over Regt., Camp Perry, Great Lakes, HI
ble
ball she gave local fans a taste of and Belgian children. The need is
ZEELAND BOYS LEAVE
0
MAX KONHKE 18 CONVICTED BY the regular time. While in detention I
in the M. A. C. game lost week, she great for this kind of work.
given
three
“shots”
of
vaccine
in
my
A
piano
recital
of
the
pupils
of Mias
OTTAWA JURY.
The work at headquarters is progresTheir Rattal on Soon to SiU For running up a score of ten before the
right arm, vaccinated three times— it Henrietta J. Warnshuis,assisted by
France.
Normals had registereda single point. sing so fast that it is hard to keep up
The assault case against Max Konh- not take and two shots in my left arm. Miss Henrietta Bloemendal was hold
Btegcnga’screw was never headed, with it. A few days ago it was found ke of Agncw ended in circuit court During this period if you have been ex- at Miss Warnshuis’ home. The proThe Railway Telegraph Battalion, a lead of about eight points being necessary to add another fourteen foot
wfth a verdict of guilty by the jury. posed to a disease it will develop. Be- gram was divided into two parts, Part
the 416th division, will soon be en- maintained thruout the game.
table at headquarters for surgicaldress
Konhkc was accused of attacking G. C. fore you are left out of detention you I being given by the graduating class
tente to France to serve with General
The Normals presented the same ings.
Borck of Grand Haven with a chisel, have throat culture, they swab your and Part II by private pupils of Miss
Pershing. They will be ready for du team that defeated Hope here 22-15
A specialcall will soon be made for
when the latter went to Konhke’s throat with a piece of cotton on a long Warnshuis. An interestingfeature of
ty ehortly after their arrival there. two weeks ago. Hope’s defeat at that baby layetts. The ed Cross will have
house to act as notary public in closing instrument, and then examine that to the program was the demonstration of
Among the thirty from Western Michi- time was doubtless due in part to the the patterns soon and two societies will
a deal for the sale of a piece of sec if you have spinal meningitis or if class work. The prize was awarded to
gan who enlisted in the telegraph and absence of Heemstra,Hope’s star for- be asked to volunteertheir services,
Konhke’s land. The defendant is al- you are a carrier. I got through 0. K. Mias Majorie Du Mez as she had the
eignal corps are Gerrit Karstcn and ward, who last night rang up fourteen each to maket one layett. The materleged to have struck Borck across the ns well as the rest.
highestscholarshipin class work. About
John De Koster of Zeeland. They left points.
ial called for will be of the cheapest
From main detention camp we were 50 guests were present.
face with on instrument. The Grand
Saturday for Chicago, where Major N
The decisive victoriesover M. A. C. kind.
Haven marshal was one of the chief transferred to Paul Jones detention Those who took part in the recital
D. Ballantinc, the officer in command, and the Kazoo aggregation warrant the
camp. Wre were in tents during the wore: Dorothy Strobp, Irene Gutufson,.
Leroy Strong of Council Bluffs, la., witnesses called. Konhkc claimed that
is mobilizing the battalion.
Hope fans to believe that their team
is visitinghis cousins,Mr. and Mrs. E. he had struck in self-defenseafter Mr. first cold spell. We ate out of doors Marjorie Du Mez, MargueritePaulus,
:o?
can beat any state quintet now in ac- E. Strong and other relatives in this
Borck had hit him twenty-five times. on the ground, finally they put up a Miss Henrietta Bloemendal, Sarah
Born to Mr. and Mrs. John J. Multion. The local five has recently city. He experts to stay a couple of Mr. Borck denied the claim and testi- table that we could stand up to and L.acey, Iscah Fairbanks, Alice Donnelder of Grand Haven, a eon, Friday.
weeks on account of snow in the east.
Mrs. Mulder was formerly Miss Fannie been setting a pace rarely equaled by
fied that he had not struck Konhke eat. During a nice rain it was very !y, Evelyn Steketee, Margaret DonaelIJe was five days on the road coming
any team ever lees on a local floor.
Tien of this city.
here.
until the latter hit Mi with the chisel. pleasant. I ate more than one meal
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after lk« lapse of all month
cipal eum remeimnc unpaid,together with
•ALE
Either with or without stock and internetthereon shall aS tbs opt...
B.
camtools, sickness reason for selling. In- party, become due end payableimmediately
WHEREAS, defau't has been made la the
end
says
payment of iha moneys aaruredby a mortquire M. Batjes, R. F. D. No. 11, thereafter,
have by no means enough. However, paigns. Moreover Mr.
Whereas the pertiee nf the Aral part have gage, dated the 2 let day ef July A. D. ena
3t2
lasts these
failed end neglected to pajr the MteiMneoU thousand nine hundred and fourteen, exethe board of directors of this factory that as long as the
at the aeme became due and payable, end cuted by Jacob Webeko, and Hubertha W*>
0.
0.
now in erreen for more thoa eU month* beke, his wife, of the city ef HeltaaA Othad set about in
careful, ecientifl' rooms are at the disposal of the oar
Holland and American- ere
lait pest and the eecond pert*- hei eierrieed
tawa County. Michigan,to the Ceuaeilaf
manner to determine the locationof citizensfor any patrioticpurpose.
speaking saleslady for store in Iowa it* option end hei declered teld m rn
Hope College, a corporation, of Hollaai,
also extend our thanki to those com
town
of
1500.
Mnst
be
capable
of end every pert of it doe and payable and Michigan, and Mrh laid mortgage waa retheir
new
plant.
.A
special
investigaOF
there ia now due oa eeid wrtnge at the
taking
charge
dry
goods
dept
corded
in the ortre of the Register of Deeda
tor was sent out to various cities under mittees and individuals who have Is
date of thia notice, the eumof Kixht HunACTlvITIEfl.
Send full information and reference* dred Histy Six end forty hundredth*f4*S* of Ottawa County, Michigan,aa the 22d4
bored
with
us
in
all
of
our
activities
day of July, A. H. one thousandnine hue
consideration,to obtain data relative
first leter. Ans. care of Holland City 40) Holler*, principal and interret,and the dred and fourteen, at nine o'clock A. If
further eum of Twenty Kira (|25) ttollar*.
Eoport Tbcowi IniEmting Lltfrt oo to every possible condition affecting during the past year.
in Liber 102 of Mortgages, on page 117, an4
News.
a* an attorney fee. iwwrided by Statute and
In conclusion we wish to state that
in aaid mortirace. and no euit or pron-ed
WHEREAS the amount claimed to he due
Yaw 'i AcUrltiaa;
to Squabtheir enterprise auch as labor condime have been institutedby law to recover on the said mortgage at the time of thia notions, transportation, freight ratei never have conditions been more uncerble Between Board of Public
No. 0048
the debt now remaininr aecured hr *aid tice is three hundred sixty live and thirtymortjraxe or any pail thereof whereby the four hundredth* 19305 34) dollars, priaciExpires Jan. 2fi
churches,schools, water, grounds, parks tain or abnormal in this country than
Works and Council
power of sale routoined ia said mortiofeha* •al and interest,and the further sum of
STATE OF
they
are
today.
The
main
businees
of
and public works. This man came to
liecome operative;
ourteenand six hundredth* ($14.06) dolThe
Probate
Court
for
the
County
of
Now, therefore,notice,is hereby riven that lar*. laxe* paid by said mortgagee, and th*
At the annual meeting of the Cham- Holland and received every possible this organization and of every organiOttawa
by virtue of the ssiid Power of Sale and In further aum of 6fle«a »*I5) dollars,ae aa
ber of Commerce, held in the City Hall
courtesy at the hands of our Chamber zation of this sort is war business.Not
In the matter of the catato of Jan pursuance of the Hlatnt* in such raaea made attorney (re provided (or by atatute,which
and provided, said mortgage will be for*-the whole amount claimed to he due on
and attended by at least one hundred of Commerce. He was made familiar only as limited to so-called war activi- Lobbt-zoo, deceased.
cloied hr the tale of the promiseetherein *eld mortgage and no suit or proeeedtagl
described
at
public
auction
to
the
higheit
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
four
having
been institutedal law or In equity,
of the members, the annual report of with every advantage we had to offer ties but also to qustions of industry,
months
from
the 4th dav of January bidder at the north front door of the Court to recover the debt now remainingseenrad
the workingsof this organization was
and expressedhimself as personally labor, food, fuel and the like. At A. D. 1918, have been allowed fo «: ed- mue in the City of Grand Haven. In laid by said mortgage; nor anv part thereof,
county of Ottawa, on Tuesday,the ?flth dev
no time has there been a greater need ' it ora to present their claims against of March. A. D. HU*, at ten o'eloek In the whereby th* power °* »»*• contained In eai4
made by Sec’y Bert Slagh.
well pleased with what we offeredhere.
mortgage ha* become operative
The report is unique in so far that it He assured us however that after hi* of the best men available for the af said deceased
NOW THEREFORE. Notlee is hereby glvaa
_ to
to said court of oxamin forenoonof that day. Said premise* are
described in aaid mortgage follow*: A that by virtu* of the said l’ow*r of Sal*
shows that the war has played a con- informationhad been obtained from f.ir. of our Chamber
Commerce.I.
»";> 'h*' *'j
Tc.e.hip of and in pursuance of the statute in such ease
of made and provided, aaid mortgage will be
siderable part in the activities of the
5 eou'rt.
every city he visited that it would be Thero have been and will b. ««* .
foreclosed by a salt of the premise! therein
and deacribed a* follow* /“I
to wit:
Chamber of Commerce. Industries of submitted and that city chosen that in
Commencing at a point fifty (50) rod* deacribed at public auctionto the higheat
north of the corner stake of the Southwest bidder, at tb* north front door of th* court
any kind a>e not moving from place to the opinion of the Board of Directors whether the w.r continue,
,,1,1 County,
t'-forr I “'1 "J, -S,
houae, in the rlty of Grand Haven, in aaid
(3d) in T<vwn Five (5) North County of Ottawa, and Slat* of Michigan,
place. Business is all sitting tight un- of the Mueller MJg. Co. was most fa the year or ends sooner. As concern*the 4th day of May A. 1). 1918 and tn t ,hjr,y
K*-i on Monday, the eighteenth day of Fabnurv,
til after the great conflict is over, and
___ aixtr three one hundredth* D. one thousandnine hundred and eighvorable to them. No bonus was sought the work ol th. pn.t ye.r we
(OS' and 63-100) rods thence North Eighty teen. at two o'clock In the afternoon of that
those concerns holding governmentcon- nothing was desired by the concern in our efforts and accomplishments
day. which said premise* are described la
1918, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
and forty-flvehundredths (HO and 45.100
feet thence West Sixty five and sixty three said mortgage, as follows:
tracts are not thinking of moving from
Dated Januarv 4th, A. D. 1918.
the way of inducement. This plan* quire no apology.
Lot seventeen(17) o( Sleketce Brethere
hundredth (05 and 03-100) rods thence
J.
Respectfully submitted
place to place but arc devoting their was located in Port Huron. A letter
south Eighty and forty live hundredths(HO
to the City o( Holland. Ottawa
Judge of Probate. and 45 100) feet to place of beginning, in, Addition
bounty, Michigan, according to the r*card*4
SLAGH,
time to getting out war supplies.
written to the secretary of the Holland
tending to convey two (2) acre* of land.'
[dal thereof.
thereof, of -----record in -the office of th*
plat
Hated this 20th day of December,A. D Register of Heed* of Ottawa County,MlchlSecretary
The report is further unusual in that Chamber of Commerce requesting reaExpiresApril fl. 1918
1917.
n®.
it makes reference to the friction that
MORTGAGE SALE
The Ottawa County Ruilding k Loan
sons for not locating in Holland exAlso all that part of the northwest quarAssoriatiou
listed between the Board of Public plained that of all the cities visited,
ter of the northeast quarter of Bectlea
WHEREAS defsult ha* been made in the
thirty two (32) In Township 8ve (6), north
Mortgagee.
Works and the Common Council over Holland had received the most favora7882— Expires Feb. 16
pavmenl of the moneys securedbv a mort
Jf Range flfteen(16) west, which is bond
gage dated the 12th day of September.A. U. | Diekcma.Kollen A Ten Cate.
rd on the north eld* by th* south morgia
light rates and a salary question.
Attorneys (or mortgagee
MICHIQAH—
ble considerationbut owing to the sin- ST
one thousandeight hundred ninety one e*e
line
Seventeenth street;
(ho
Business Address, Holland.Mich.
The officialsof the Chamber of Com- gle fact that the company had a Cana
bat* Court for the County
O’ ruled by Tennis VanDenUerge. of Holland,
south aide
line -tinning paralMichigan, party of the tri‘ P,rt- ‘“..'' Xt"
lel therewith ond eixty els (66) feet oath
merce feel that in a great measure it dian Plant, Port Huron, by reason of
tawa.
* w tA|H»rringt°a.of the Townshipof Holland.
therefrom; bounded on th* east side by th*
ExpiresFeb. 16. 1918
At
R
session
of
said
Court,
held
Ottawa
County.
Michigan,
as
party
of
the
was responsiblefor the amicableset its nearness to Canada, had finally been
west margin line of Collem Avenue,' a*4
MORTOAOR
SALE
Imunded on th* west side, by th* eoat boo*
Probate OtTle.
the Clt,
tlement of these vexing questions and selected. His story
told at this Grand Haven in said County, on tb» of (mtwi county.Michigan on the 2i»i day WHEREAS default has been made in the dary line of lot twenty four (24) of VaaDea
payment of the moneys aecured by a mort Berg's Addition Number one. to VoaDeo*
for the friendly relationsthat existed length to impress upon the members of
’of September. A. D. one thousandsight Jutlgage, dated July 10th. A. D. one thousand Berg's plot, oil situated in the City of Holdred 'ninetyone. In Liber Sixteen (16) of
23rd day of Jan , A. D- 1918.
between .the two bodies today. There the Chamber of Commerse
nine hundred and twelve, executed by Jacob land, County of Ottawa,and State of MUhlfact
Mortgage!, on pare Six Hundred Thirty-one
and Hubertha Wtbeke, hla wife, of gan.
are a great
other interesting that we have ipnumerablerecognized Present, Hon. James J. Dankol, <631), and which mortgage was duly a* Wabeke
the -city of Holland, Ottawa County, Mlchl
Judge of Probate
Dated. Nov. 22nd, A. D. 1917.
gan, to the Council of Hope Collere. a cor
things in this report which is written

SLAOH
UAKES ANNUAL

population and would have given us a furniture,admirably adapted
metal-workingindusetry of which we aeadquartera for the different
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mortgager
County. Michigan,to the k rst State 1
Sr H3i.nd. oMhi City of Holland. 8taU>

^

was through no

.,««W

.id

Id the ostUer of the estate of

oo

K,

many

in such a

by o

—

•

Tf

mortgage waa recordedin the
the
ana
. . otUwt County.of
MirhiRegister of Deed, of Ottawa County, chi
of

|

office

M,
I).,

on*

Council of Hopa College, Mortgogo*
Dirkemo. Kollen A Ten Cote,
Attorneys for Mortgagee,

—v..« at

eight RusiueasAddress — Holland,Michigan.
M. in Liber 108 of mort
annual meetings of thil nature.
H6, and
the amount claimed to he due
Expires March 23. 1918
The report of Mr. Slagh follows:
on said mortgage at the date of this notice
MORTOAQE BiLE
locate
I State Of
of Illinois,
Illinois, be
admitted to
nin,.t,.enth livuw
(190i> n*j
day ui
Of January A. 1>. one |on said mortgi
00 aumilieu
!U and
nuu
nineteenth
is the sum of twelve hundred twelve and
Holland, Mich., Jan. 28, 1918
.
i I ... _____
kuiiitri>ilnmetv-sevrn
iven. in LilotWhereas default has been made In the
The Horn. Tractor Co. and the °'.y I Recorded in Michigan and that »dn page one ninety-seven hundredths (11212.97)dollars, payment of the money securedby a mortMr. President and Gentlemen of Cham
principal and interest,and the further sum
Motor Company are still
ministrationof aaid estate be
tonl,l„d o( twenty-seven and forty hundredths gage dated the 12th day of November,A. D.
by Dark J. Te Roller and
ber of Commerce:—
(927.40)dollars, tnses paid by said mort 1912, esecuted
oration. It is not impossiblethat theso
Jq George E. Kollen or ----sorooljnB.IU
gtid mortgage has become operative by
Anna Te Roller, his- wife, of the City if
At the annual meeting of the Chammoneys gagee, and the further sum of thirty-five Holland. County of Ottawa and Hut* of
a svm Ik/v# li VxnetsxmA TT Al . I
. a
a
A __ _ _ _l w.imwnn nf t h#
Anri havino
r',>*onof
nonI'»7menl
0Yjr
concerns may one or both become Ho1- 1 other suitable person, adu
uaviugi
mortgage.
.............
and
the
interekl $35) dollars,as an attorney fee. provided Michigan parties of the flrel part, to Th*
Ana
D“v‘ngLp.lir„d
bvthe
said
mortgage,...u
th
ber of Commerce a year ago, your pres.’or by statute, and which is the whole
Ottawa County Building and Loan A**<> a
land
1 flled au exemplified copies
amount claimedto be unpaid on said mori
ent officers and directors were elected
lion of Holland. Michigan, a corporation doly
due
on
..Id
mortgage, and no ...it or proceeding, h.vlng been organised and doing buxinoie under and by
L..
at
a
X.
At\m
All
Slid
111011
In addition to this industrial work hy Statute,
to collect the amount
m* law
m tar or
i\9 in
in equitll
V to
tn recover
ri'fllVOr the
tilt*
.nstitutedat
to take up the work for the year just
virtue of the Laws of the Htate of Rlrhlesge or any part thereof, and
debt now remainingsecuredby said mort
the Chamber of Commerce has not beer. I It li Ordered,
,,,^1..
WHEREAS
the
amount
now
due
thereon
passed. At that time there was great
gage; nor any part thereof, whereby the gan. parties of the second part, which **14
mortgage was recordedin the offir# ef th*
.tower of sale containedin said mortgage
enthusiasm over our industry condi- idle along other lines. We have found tb6 25th day of Feb., A. D. 1 91 R
Register of Deeds of the County of Ottawa
numerous things to claim our attention at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said J.yrf^lth 0f foreclosureand *ai* inciud^ as become operative,
end Htate of Michigan, on the 18lh dav of
tion and the work of the Chamber of
NOW THEREFORE.Notice is hereby |iv- November,A. D. 1912. In Liber 62 of Mort£jrt!” ‘‘^"by
/h? statutes
statutes' of
of the
°r slat".
that by virtue of the said 1’ower of Bale gages. on psge 478, end
and by the
Commerce was turned over to us under in civic affair*.One of the first things probate office is hereby appointed I mortgage
NOW
THEREFORE
is hereby given and in pursuanceof the statute in such case
irtgage contains a provisWhereas said
.......
. notice
’'n"r*
made
and provided, said mortgage will h* ion thot should any default be mad* »i >h*
as favorable apparent conditions ns that we accomplished was the concil for hearing said
that said mortgage will be foreclosed by a
iation of the Board of Public Worka
sale of the premise* in said tnortgsgcde foreclosedby a sale of the premises therein payment of any ot the Initullmenta either
It !• Further Ordered, Tb*t public
•could possibly have existed. Our idle
described at public
auctionto the highest
i srribed a* public auction, to the
r
a
of principal or Intereat on any day »har*and the Common council of the City of notice thereof be given by public*- [bidder at the north front door of the court bidder at the north front door of theB UO
Court upon the same l* P«yi|bl*.and should the
and empty factories were no longer idle
same retrain unpaid and lo arrears fee the
Holland at the t4me when a dispute | lion of » cop, of tm. order, lor thm
C"' "and
U'"‘
said county,h'
of Ottawa,
81*1* of Mlchi- re. ofaU
and empty thanks to the excellentwork
and In that e-.
successive
to said of Anrtl A. D . one thousandnine hundred an, on Monday, the eighteenth dqjr . ttl after th* lap** of alx months,all the prlaetover
light ataavw
rates **#•*•
and the increase
in --sal * w
U
* Vi 1IAIIV
- - -wwrwrw-w- • w weeks
---- Wprevious
-- ---of those who had preceded us. Wc
Rbruary A.”u"''onrthQU»M4 HrM hi»4r«da)
) sum
ium „mttn|ng
remaining unpaid, together with
arv of the Superintendent of the Board day of hetrlng, in the Holland Citj and eighteen, at tea o’clock in the forenoon and eighteen,at 9 o'eloch la the afternoon
i),,rtnn,haU «l the option of
of •*«
took up our duties strong in the hope
I News
KTavrfaa
o newspaper
natvananAr printed
nHntPfi and
And ciitb
O.irCL
' 01 Bald premise* are described in said mort
of Public Work* had threatened to
ond parte, become duo DO* P*)»ble
and belief that the year before us
lated in said county.
gage a* follows A parcel of land aituated in
dietely thereafter,and
Township of Holland in the County of
would witness the greatest industrial create a serious condition,leaving the
The north forty two (42) feet of lot*
JAMES J. DANHOF, th!
Whereas the partita of the first part kave
Ottawa, and Slate of Michigan, and deacrib.
business of our Public Worka depart
(ailed and &C|Wcted to pay the asiesaoMnt*
A true copy- Judge of Probate ed as follow*,to wit: The east half of the flfteen(15) gad sixteen <16* in Wabeke'
prosperity of any single year in our
Ottawa at the tamo became due aud payable, sad ar*
ment without management. This took
“..s'
west half
CountV. Michigan,accordingto the recorded
city’s history.
now in arrears for more -than au montha last
CORA
ot
I the west h*l[ ,ne east
eau bait
nan
«n the
*»• loulh plot thereof,
thereof,"of
of record in the office of the
thi
part, and Ui* eecoud party hai exercised its
Many of the new industriesand much of our time owing to the bitterMien
Register
of
Deeds
of
Ottawa
county,
Acting Rngiutor 9f Pfcba^.m^.r.-r,
Option and hat declared said mortgage and
ness
that
had
developed
thru
our
efana
a
— — - ^ -every part of it due and payable, and there
many of the old industrieslocated ia
.
(wait,
wait, containing eighty *cre* of Uni, more ^Dated, Nov. 22nd. A. D. l»»t.
la now due on aaid mori|*|* at th* dal*
Council of Hope College. Mortgagee.
Holland have prospered even beyond forts entirely a special meeting was
of this notice,the ium of SIX Hundred SevDitkeffiS
Kollen
*
Ten
Cate,
enty nine and seventy hundredth* (679.70)
our hopes. Some of the newer ones called at which meeting all disagree
7S84— Expire. Jan.
"i’ 3rd d‘r “
Attorney* for Mortgagee.
Dollar*, principal aud Intereat,and th* furments
were
amicably
settled. We feel STATE OF MICHIGAN— Tba
Business
Address
—
Holland.
Michigan,
FIRST
STATE
BANK
OF
IDH.BAMX
ther aum of Twenty-five(|25) dollar*, as
however, owing to the disturbed and
an attorney fee provided by Statute aid in
Court
for
lha
County
of
n
18
that in this, done quietly and without
uncertain business conditions that neaid mortgaga.and no suit or proceeding
At . .Melon ol UM Court, h.10
’
rtgagee.
I Attorneysfor Mort
having been institutedby law to recover the
0fflcll ^
cessarilyobtain in war times and publicity, .hut we e.ved the city
ExpiresMhf<k 9,
of Business Address: Holland, Mirhigan.
debt now remeittlng eeruredby said mortogage or any part thereof whereby the pwwer
on th«
probably as a result of other elements money and saved it also from consider- q,^,! Haven, in said county, on
MORTGAGE SALE
0( sale contained in aaid mortgage boa boable
shameful
notoriety.
(Expires
Mar.
.W,
1918)
WHERKA8.
Default
hat
been
made
in
tiu*
unforseen a year ago, have not as yet
20th day of Jan , A. D. 1918.
come
payment
of
tho
moneys
secured
by
a
mortMORTGAGE
BALE
We caused a large sign “Welcome to
Now, ThW*"'^ notice it hereby five*
reached that state of development that
dated the 16th day of February, in the
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof,
Default having 'been made in the gage
*»*i
year one thousand eight hundred and eighty- that by rktua of th* taid Power
Holland,”
to
be
erected
&(
the
foot
of
we still hope the future will bring to
Judge
of Probata.
pursuanceol the Statute in auch ease*
-o
| conditions of a certain mortgage made
seven, executed by Johaune* Vlitk and Her
Vliek, his wife, of the city of Holland, made and provided, aaid mortgage will b*
them. Such industries have had the Graham & Morton dock, thus demIn the Matter of the Estate ofUndexpeutedbyAnnV.O»borneofOj- mina
Ottawa County. Michigan,as parties ot the foreclosed by tha aals of the premises there
* d
ivc Township, Ottawa County, Micht- first part, to Toby** Koffers of Holland, Ot- in described at public auction to tha high
throughoutthe year such support and onetrating to visitors that it was HolTennis Prtns,
gan, mortgagor, to the First fitate tawa County, Michigan, as party of the sec- «*t bidder at the north front door of tha
assistanceas we have been able to ren- land’s desire to be hospitable and at
part, which said mortgage was recorded Court House in the City of Grand Haven, in
me
same
lime
cleaning
up
u
epui
um.
Herman
Prins,
having
filed
his
Bank of Holland, Michigan , a corpora- ond
in the office of the Register of Deeds of Ot- *ald County of Ottawa, on Tuesday, tha 16th
der and we bespeak for them a contin- the same time cleaning up a spot that
day of March A. D. 1918, at ten o'eloek in
dc- tawa County,Michigan, on the 23rd day of
uation of that support from those who hud long been an eyesore to our vi.i- petition, praying th.t an
February, A. !>., one thousand eight hundred the forenoon of'that day. Said premia** ar*
A
tora
and
filed in said Court be admitted
premises
situated
in
the
city eighty-seven,at eight o'clock, in the fore- described In said mortgage at followe:•--,
are to handle the affairs of this bod}
noon, in Liber 16 of Mortgageson page 430; parcel of land situated in the Townehlp of
When
the question of rawing funds Probate as the last will and testa- 0f Holland, County of Ottawa, and and
Holland, in the County of Ottawa and State
during the coming year.
believe
for the City Hospital and the buying ment of said deceased and that ad- State of Michigan: Loti Seventeen WHEREAS said mortgage was duly as of Michigan, and deacribed at follow*: tothat it is as important if not more imsigned by an assignmentin writing nude wit:— Lot number eighty-two (82) in
miniitrationof said estate be grant- *17) •"'1
Lurers* Addition to Die city of Holland,
portant to assist and preserve those in- the Kremer’s propertywas presented j
D
4
Add bn to the City of Holland, and and executed by the aaid Tobyas Koffera of according to the recorded plat thereof.
ed
to
Minnie
Prins
and
Herman!
ordi
t0 tho roo;orded plat bhereof. Holland. Ottawa County. Michigan,on the
to
the
public,
we
gave
this
project
our
Dated this 20th day of December,A. D.
dustries that we now have as it is to
11th day of August, one thouiaud eight hunendorsement and every assistance in nrins or some othsr suitable person. 8aid mortgage is dated the 10th day dred ninety nine, assigning and tranxferring 1917. The Ottawa County Building A Loan
seek and obtain new ones.
said mortgage to Bertha Vugteveen,of the
Association.
t is Ordered, That the 25th day
-''»?• '8>-- »"d
it !v Township of Overlie!, Allegan county. Mich,
While we have not been successfulin our power as an organization.We do
Mortgage*.
c u
• I L
oflice of the Register of Deed* of the
and
which
assignment
was
recorded
in
the
not
claim
credit
for
the
hospital,
that
hob A. D., 1918, at ten o clock )n Lount of ottawa and state Michigan, office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa Dickema,Kollen A Ten Cate,
securing new indnstriesneither have
Attorneys for mortgagee.
we been idle in that regard. We have of course goes to the community,whose the forenoon, at said Probate Office 0n the 16th day of May, 1912, in Libc. county, Michigan, on the 10th dey of Aug BusinessAddress, Holland. Mich.
and is hereby appointed for| 108 of Mortgages on page 15, and con^ ust, in the yeer one thousandeight hundred
bad negotiations with fifteen different work made the hospitalpossible, but we
tains the usual power of sale in case ninety-nine,at 8 o'clock, in the forenoon, in
learingsnid
petition.
do
claim
that
with
our
endorsement
the
manufacturingconcerns relativeto the
Liber 51 of Mortgageson page 578, and
nubile of dc^lt, and no nrocceding at law or
WHEREAS *aid mortgage was duly asIt Is Further Ordered,That
Expires Feb. 16. 1918
locating of their plants in Holland, an committee was enabled to proceed
signed by an assignment in writing made
with
its
plans
of
buying
the
property
nolle,
thereof
b«
Urn
hr
PJlbMcMlo.
nS^e^mou'nt
due
onT.Tmort
MORTGAGE SALE
and
executed
by
the
said
Bertha
Vugteveen,
average of more than one each month,
of ft copy of thia order, for thrM so* '
of the Township of Overisel. AlleganCounand
equipping
the
hospital.
WHEREAS,
default hat been made 1* the
every one of which has received the
Michigan, on the first day of November, payment of the moneya aecured by a mortceesive'weekft
to aald day i\ amount
J^unT now’dutTon
’ —
.
.7 pre^wu'
IT —
now uuc ou said'mortgage, for ty
The
fact
that
our
country
became
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
aix,
assign
most careful consideration. These conhearing, tn the HoBand City News i principai and interest,to date, being ing and transferring said mortgage to Feter gage. dated April 14th. A. D. one thouaand
nine hundred and two. executedby Jacob
a ----A
I
«
_ J
-J— . m /I OH IHA
cerns may be roughly grouped in two involved in the world war shortlyafter anewspaper
printed and circulated 1b [wo hundred and six and 90100 Mass, of Holland. Ottawa County.Michigan, Wabeke Hr., and Hubertha Wabeke. hla wife,
and which assignmentwas recordedto tho of th# Township of Olive Ottawa County
we
began
our
work
caused
us
to
make
said
county.
classes;first,those who gave no prom($206.90) dollars;
Office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa Michigan, to th* Council of Hope College, a
Notice is Therefore Herdby Given County, Michigan, on the 5th day of Deeem Corporation,
JAMES J. DANHOF,
ise of benefit to Holland, and; Sec- material changes in our plan of work.
of Holland, Michigan, which
that *ald mortgage will be foreclosed ber, in the year one thousandnine hundred taid mortgage was recordedin the office of
(A true copy.) Judge of Probate
ond, those that would have been valua- It had been our intention to hold
by a sale of the above described prem* and six, at three o'clock In th* afternoon, in the Registerof Deeds of Ottawa County,
Liber 79 of Mortgage!on page 417, and
Michigan, on the 5th day of May. A. D. on#
ble additions to our industrialdevelop- monthly meetings of the Chamber of
I ises to the highest bidder at the north
-WHEREAS the amount claimed to be due thousand nine hundred and two. at eight
ment Those in Class I were the fol- Commerce but various, activities resultActing Register r-f Probate front door of the Court Houle in the on said mortgageat the date of thia notice o'clock A. M in Liber 70 of Mortgagee, on
City of Grand Haven, County of Ot- is the sum of two hundred thirty two and page 15J. and
lowing: Anderson Engine Co., Chicago, ing from the war claimed the attention
WHEREAS the amount claimed to ba dua
tawa, and State of Michigan, that be- seventeen hundredths (1232.17)dollar*,
of
our
members
to
such
an
extent
that
principal and interest,and the further sum
111.; Bessolo Patents, Hallis, Idaho,
ing the place for holding the Circuit of fifteen($15) dollar*,at an attorney fee. on said mortgageat the date of thi* notice,
Expires Feb 16
is the sum of eight hundred 6fty eighl and
this
plan
had
to
be
abandoned.
At
the
Commonwealth Tire Co., Akron, 0.;
for by the statute and in said seventy-six hundredth!($858.76) dollars,
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probat. Court for the County of Ottawa, at provided
ten
o’clock in the forenoon, on Tues- mortgage and which it the whole amount principal and Interest,and the further aum
Gordon Tire Co., Chicago, 111.; H. E. last monthly meeting we called, we had
Court for the County of Ottawa
claimed due and unpaid on said mortgage at of thirty-eightand fifty. five hundredth*
day, the 2nd day of April, 1918, to sat- this time;
McConnell Tannery Co., Chicago, 111.; provided special music and speakers
(638.65)dollars,taxes paid by i*id mortgaIn the Matter of the Estate of
isfy the amount due on said mortgage,
NOW THEREFORE. Notice is hereby giv- gee, and the further sum of twenty ($20)
•Goodlite Tractor Co., Indianapolis, but outside of the entertainers only
together
with
interest,
costs and ex- en that by virtue of- said power of sale in dollars as an attorneyfee provided for by statute
Frances
Ooating,
......
.
few besides the board of directors
said mortgage contained and fully set forth and in taid mortgage, and which is the whole
Jnd.; The Hup-Yeats "Electric Car Co.,
* Notice U hereby given that four
tof foreclosureallowed bv law. and in pursuance of the atatulea of this amount claimed to be unpaid on said mortwere
present and the meeting was not
Detroit,Michigan;Robert H. Igar Co.,
ox-.w 1*1.. a n mio
Sa1'1 lot* wl1 bc "Ppsrately sold mas- state in such cases made and provided, aaid gage and no suit or proceedings having been
are granite and distinct mortgage will be foreclosed by 0 tele of institutedat law or in equity, lo r. cover th#
held. Nevertheless this condition has from the 26th of Jan. A. D.,1918, bav« mucj1
Chicago, 111.; A. J. Nyland, Tannery;
the premises therein describedat public debt now remainingaecuredby -nld mortbeen
a 11 o w e d for creditors to present parcels.
W. T. Dabney Foundry Co., Bridgeport, given many opportunitiesto work. In their claims againstMid deceased to said Dated, this 31st day of Dee. A. D. auction to the highest bidder at the north gage nor any part thereof,whereby the powfront door of the Court House In the City of er of sale containedin said mortgage haa
Pa.; Peerless Mfg . Co., Manistee, the matters growing out of the war we court of examination and adjustment,and 1917,
Grand Haven, in the aaid Countv of Ottawa., become operative,
and State of Michigan, on Monday the 18th
that all creditors of Mid deceased are
First State Bank of Holland,
Mich;; The Scripps-Booth Motor Co., have not been idle.
NOW THEREFORE. Notice it hereby givqnired to present their claims to Mid
Mortgagee, day of March, A. D. one thousand nine hun- en that by virtue of the said power of aai*
Foremost
among
war
activities
that
Detroit, Mich.; and DifferentialClock
dred end eighteen, at two o'clockin the and in purauance of the atat ite in such ease
claimed our attention were two liberty at the probateoffice,in the City of Grand Dickema, Kollen A Ten Cate,
afternoon, on that day, whirh said premises made end provided, eaid mortgage wiB be
•Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. All those varHaven, in said County or or before the 26th Attorneys for Mortgagee,
are described In taid mortgage as follow*: forecloaed by a aalo of the tiremiseetherein
loans. Our organization waa very acious concerns had three things in comday of May A. D. 1918, and that Mid 1 Business
RlliinC9gAddress:
Address: Hollam
All that part of lot nurobe/ed one (1) in deacribedat public auction to the hlnaet
Holland, Michigan.
Block numbered slxty-one (61) commencing bidder, at tho north front door of the Ooarl
-o
mon, first, they had no assets; second, tive in getting the campaigns organiz- claims will be heard by Mid court
at a point on the north line of aaid lot one Houae. in the City of Grand Haven, in sold
Mondav the 27th day of May, A. D, 1918
ExpiresMarch 23. 1918
(1), one hundred and flftv (150) foot east County of Ottawa, and State of Mtrhlgoa, on
they demanded large bonuses; and ed working in conjunctionwith the ten o’clock in the forenoon.
MORTGAGE SALE
from the east line of the right of way of the Monday, the eighteenth day of February, A.
w.ar committee, and we claim a share
third, they demanded large stock subWhereas defaulthas been made in the Chicago and West Michigan RailroadCom- D. on4 thouaandnine hundred and e'ghteen.
Dated January, 26 A. D. 1918.
payment of the moner secured by a mort- pany, where taid east line of said right of at two o'clock in the afternoon of tha! day.
ecription. These things after careful in the euccessful carryingon of the
JAMES J. DANHOF, gage dated the 9th day of December A. way Intersect*the north line of lot two (2) which said premia**are deacribed In aaid
campaigns. We also gave our assistinvestigation and deliberationby the
D. 1912 executed br Derk J. TeRoller in said Block slxty-one(61), from taid mortgaga aa follows:
Judge of Probai*
and Anna Te Roller. hi> wife, of the City point of beginning, the boundary line to run
Lota numbered thirteen (18). sixteen (IS)
industrialCommittee caused each and ance freely to the Red Cross and Y.
of Holland, County of Ottawa and Bute of east 00 the north line of taid lot one. to the and twenty-four (24) in Slagh a Addition to
north«a*t
corner
of
told
lot;
thenc*
south
M.
C. A. Drives. We made also, a
Michigan,partiex of the first part, to The
the Oily of Holland, Ottawa County, Michiall of the above named concerns to be
Ottawa County Building A Loan Association on the eost line of said lot one (1) to the gan. according to th* recorded plet thereof,
strenuous effort to secure the governThere is a surplus of milk in Detroit of Holland. Michigan,a corporationd ly southeast corner thereof, thence west on the of record in th# oMee of tho Rcgieief of
rejected.
and Grand Rapids, but consamers arc organised and doing butineaa under and south line of sold lot one (1) to a point so Deed*, of Ottawa County.Michigan.
Those in Class II were the following: ment training camp for the National
by virtue of the Laws of the Bute of Mich that a line runningnorth therefrom and parDated, Nov. Mod. A. D. 1917.
Army,
our board of directorsand some not getting any reduction in price. igan, parties of the second part, which said allel with the eaat line of said lot will atrike
Council of Hope OollereMortgaga*.
Mueller MJg. Co., Decatur, HI.; Holies
The surplus is being put into eottage mortgage was recordedin the office of the the point of beginning on the north line of Dlekema, Kollen A Ten Cate,
of sur members giving a great deal of
sold lot (1), said parcel of land being
Tractor Co., Pittsburg, Pa.; and Gray
cheese, buttermilk and other dairy pro- Register of Deeds of th# Co
Attorney* for Mortgage tI
and State of Michigan,on the 16th day a part of aaid lot on* in blork aixty-one. BusinessAddraia — Holland,Michigaa.
time and work in this behalf.
ducts, but this does not take al) the of December A. D. 1912. In Liber 62 of
Motor Oo., Detroit, Mich.
aforesaid. AH accordingto th* recorded
In eonneetion with our war activities surplus,which for Detroit alone is 20,- mortgages, on page 482. and
rasp thereof on record in the office of the
Of these the Mueller Mfg. Co., gave
Where**
said
mortr***
contain!
•
provl
Regiater of Deeds of eald Ottawa County.
^his body owes a hearty vote of thanks 000 gallons daily. The state dairy and
the most promise. The concern is a
ion that should any default be mede in the
Mrg. Arthur Vanden Berg aad chilDated. December10, A. D. 1917.
food commissionis seeking methods of payment of any of the installments either
dren of Holland ars the guests of Mrs.
well-knownone throughout the United to one of our members, Jacob Lokker, handling the excessive supply. Hs be- of principal or Inter**! on any day wherePETER MAAS.
Oat* ,. Mort|
Ten Cats...
Mortfife* Charleg Morton, Clinton street.— 0. , ”
who furnishedus free of charge, a lieves, however, the condition is only upon the earn* ia payable, and should the Dlekema,Kollen A Ten
* fltates, employs a high class of labor,
Address — Holland.Michigan,
asm* remain unpaid and la arraara for tha
Tribune.
suitable
room,
with
heat,
light and temporary.
./
ys
far
Mortgage*.
Attorneys
•would have materially increased our
space of six months, than and In that cm*

ual dry offerings generally given at the

fault of little Holland or
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of Commere, .hat this concern did
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.HOLLAND MARKETS

WHEN ICEJPLOW
IC%FL(
SANRTSTEAMER
iNBTST]

the finest of her claas, was crushed by

tho running ice many miles out from
Holland iu 1885, Her crew walked to
OFF THIS
(Buying Price* Grain)
shore over the ice and all were saved
2.04
f Wheat, white No.
. ..........
although there were many hardships.
___ 2.01
(Conlinnedfrom 1st Ptp)
' Wheat, whit* No. 2
The sister ship, tho Wisconsin, which
___
1.98
Wheat, white No. -------2.09 mon thing for steamers to be held out- was also caught in the oqueeze was
' Wheat, red No.
Wheat, red No. 2 --------- 2.06 side for week* while hlie iee froae them saved by her crew and reached port in
__ 2.03 in solidly day after day. There are a
Wheat, red No.
a terrible condition.
Bye
. .................
~~. 1.65 number of Grand Haven reoidents, still
85
••••••••
The Wisconsinlater became the NaOprt*, per bushel
....................
2.0S residing here, and they are not very
Corn
omi and still later was named the E. G
old, either, who will recalll going out
(Feed in Ton Lots)
Crosby. She is now Mailing salt water
St. Car Feed ------------75.00 oyer the ice in sleigh* to one of the
having arrived in New York this week
No. 1 Feed ...... .............
steamers off hhis port.
on her first time since leaving the
Cricked Corn ----------------------79.00
The party carried good things to lakes.
Corn Meal — --------79.00
Bran
..........................................
eat and took a fiddler along. Once on
The other ship to be lost in the ieo
Countless number of customers are taking advantage of the reduced prices
board the ship, the officers had the ear- wns the John V. Moran of the Crosby
are offering and are laying up a supply for immediate or future
Merchandise
iQcreeimiga
Hog Feed ............ ...............- 6s-°f| pets removed from the cabins and the line which was crushed by the iee off will be much higher later on.
is the best time to supply your needs, You will
Badger Dalrt Feed ------------ SZ.O') big grand piano opened. Then their Muskegon in 1899.
save some money by doing so.
Nadger Horn- Feed ....................«2.00 guests danced until daylight.Perhaps
Hominy
....... ...........
70.00
they would have danced longer, had TAKE MORE SHIPS FROM
O-Er-Lay Scratch feed with grit....79.00
not the deck watch sounded a warning
without
grit
82.00
C Er Lay Scratch
LAKE MICHIGAN
77.00 cry that the wind had shifted to the
Low Urade
Kraua Hi-Protein dain food ..... 64.00 on-st. Then the \ isitors hurried ashore
The shipping board has decided to re
Oil Meal ......................................
r,4-00
over the ice, mid none too soon did
move from the Great Lakes an addiCotton Seed Meal —
60.00
they reach it. Within a few hours the
tional JO sh:|>s for ocean service. The
Thomas KlomparenaA Co.
In different lots at 1-2, 1*3 and 1-4 Mens and Womens less 10 per cent SCARFS, MUFFS
SETS
ice had moved off shore and the boat
vest's will he cut in two this winter OFF.
was free.
Hay, baled ....... ..........
24.00
and will be removed through the W’elStraw
10-00
At least two fine ships have paid the land 'anal and reassembled when nu’»Molenaar A De Goede
toll for winter sailing. The famous igaMou is resumed in the spring. Al
Butter, creamery
. .................. .50
Michigan, an iron steamer and one of ready 42 ships have been brought out.
for Women *nd Children, Silk and Bleached, 16c, sale price ...... ...........13c
Butter, dairy ...................
. .......... .... .43
Bleached, 19c, sale price — ..............16c
Wool Dresses at 1-4 OFF.
Egge --------------------------- .. .50
Unbleached,17c, aale price .............. 14c
ASSORTED PATTERNS
....
.20
Pork
--------------------------------Ginghams and Percale Dresses at Unbleached, 18c, sale price ................
15c
.16
Mutton --------------------Not over fifteen (15) yard* to a custo- 30c sale price ........................
.........^...25o
10 per cent off
Veal
-------------- ---------- 14-ld
mer.
60c aale price ............................
..........
50e
.13
Beef
------(Only 10 dozen in the lot)
...»
.18
Spring Ch.cken -------------
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LOCALS
:o:

—

Attorney Arthur Van Duron was
day.

“The

enren. The public is cordiallyinvited.

lorn

bo Mr.

and Mrs. A.

8, yesterday—

K

Mens, Women and Childrens Cotton
Underwear less 10 per
cent. Wool and part wool no discount.

Girl Philippa”

Wool Knit for Ladles and Children

UDIES SKIRTS

From

Story by Robert W.

the

10 percent.

FEATURING

Mat Witvliet of the John Rutgers
'Clothing Co., store was in Grand Hap.da oa business yesterday.

Ready-Made— f
Size 72x90 inches, 80c sale price 72c
Only Five Dozen in This Lot

LACE CURTAINS
A

TURKISH TOWELS

big line to select

from

10 PER CENT

in all white, and colored stripe border,
40c sale price 29c (very special).

Anita Stewart

Herbert Btanaway of this city leaves
-a lew days to join the Signal Curpi
ut Fort Leavenworth,Has.
— :o:—
Word was received here today that
Calvin Tardiff arrived safely in Franc?
;he first week nu January.

SHEETS

All Silk at 50c a yd. and higherJess

Chambers

America's Daintiest Actress

PILLOW CASES
HOSIESY

HUCK TOWELS

READY MADE

Mens. Womens and Childrens Cot15c sale price.
......................
12c
19c sale price ...........
.................
16c ton and Silk Hose less 10 per cent.
(Only 5 doz. of each kind)
, Wool and part wool no discount.

42x36,
45x36,

..

«,

AT THE

.....

m

*

Deacon Eilis will start another
Grand Rapid*— one of his 4Vt
iaanks will open in Creston, a suburb
•xf Grand Rapids *r March first.

Knickerbocker

•>ank ia

—

— :o:
Arthur Visseher received word today
' w?at Cllrs.Visseher and daughter, and
Sxa. 'Jacob (Vn Putten and Miss Min.'wwir’vwwi.fcaalte have arrived safely in
'•uos Angelos, California.

,

•

22c sale priee 19c
26c sale price 23c*

20 doz. only

in

the

lot

DU MEZ BROS.
What We Say. We

We Do

Do.

Do'

ONE DAY ONLY

Co., earned a net

MONDAY

profit of #14,119,927.68in the year endjng Irvcvmher 31, 1917, according to the

annual report out today. How do they
Th^re is only one word that expresses il all. Advertise.
— ;o:
Tfce rnrinty court house is experienecnig a \erx serious coal shortage today.
tTheir mt* barelv enough coal on hand
yesterday morning to heat
the
oiutfirg and tm more in sight at the
$1* it!

—

MATINEE

4
NIGHT

FEB.

and

Also Regular Vaudeville Bill

up

inui.

— :o:—
•James Mecuwscn, •r)44 College avenue
anderwenl a serious operation at Hollaad Hutqiitalyesterday. T he opera*vton *as performedby Dr. Fred Warn-and Dr. R. H. Niehols of this
-xity. li was successful.

•

This Picture has broken

all

Records for business

where ever shown.
-

YOU DON’T WANT TO MISS

IT

-

—

|Semi-Annuali

^Shoe SalelM
Our Clearance Sales are the

and

Eastern parties are in the market
t^or lake ships that can be cut in two

mo£

biggest

favorably known Shoe

events, that ever occur in Holland.

••ao£

through the ennui in sections
and mne sales will probablv be made
' during fihe winter if the boats are not
(wanted by the government.

Every pair

ESSEN

TH tbai groundhog don’t want to be
die repute for ever after he had bet-

n

•.er i«ay in his hole at least u.itilaft-

Saturday. In that case it will be
inTp«,%ib’*for him to ace his shadow
the most unfavrablesun

Shoes in our store will
be offered at a big discount from our

KAY

of

regular price.

This Sale

“ENDS TIRE TROUBLES"

non Jit ions.

Doubles Tire Mileage

Dornbos of Holland is the
.gu**i of his son, Sheriff C. Dornbos.
Mr Bornbos started for his home in
Holland last Saturday and as vet has
able to get there.— G. H. Tri-

Talk No. 3; Questions and
^be rase of Lizzie Japiuga VS. The
Atodeni Woodmen of America for $1,insurance was started late Tuesday afternoon. Phe attorney* were un-

..

5. How

ia

The meeting of the P T club of the
j-mkewood Hi-hool wiH not be held this
week as scheduled because the school
s dosed on account of the fuel situation. If the school should be in nos«ri#n
again next week 4he meeting will be
held on Inday evening of next week-

Car or
Crystalize the Axles?
of the

is It

Apt

to

Mrne

!inp*

Tire Trouble after you have

$6.50 now

...........................
.........

5.50

All

4 23

...................

All $1.50 now

..................

3.40

All $1.25 now

...................
..............
...

All $1.00 now

...................
...............

All $ .85 now

...................

...........................
............
x ..........
...

All .9.50 now

...........................

$3.00 now

...........................

ito

.. .......

...................
.................2.00

...................
.................1.65

4.75

$4.50 now

now

...................
.................2.25

All $1.75 now

5.00

...............
. ..........
.........

All

All $2.50

All $2.00 now

...........................
.........

All $4.00 now

All $2.75 now

-----------------.................1.85

$5.50 now

All $5.00

saver.

All $2.25 now

All $6.00 now
All

money

........ 1 j*

i

l P.t

.

1.05
.85

DISCOUNT ON RUBBERS.

TERMS CASH.

installed

to'

WILLIAM ARENDS

dlnf. Monday, altho many of the jurors
were unable to reach the city, the-

1

$6.50
6.00

pleasure cars. Now if there were the slightest dan-

Sun-

few hour* coveringall of the

is a

...........................
. .......

All

ESSENKAY

the end of last week, but upon reaching

!

.......................
.........

hea7

No more

•Grand Rapid* he found that he could

judge waa on hand. Judge Cross during
hi* entire term has been held up very

now

>0,idy rubbcr tire* “crys.alizing” the axles, or injurKJ?® ^ar' the engineers of these wall known concerns surely
would not continue their use.
the

“iSUrm and snow failed to stop from
melding circuit court in Grand Haven
Tthia -week according to schedule. The
judge tried to get home to Allegan At

ns

$7.50

All $7.00 now

Several of the largest motor companiesin the country equip their
heavy trucks with solid rubber tire* These truck* are built on the

ing -will be postponed until further no•iice.

!o*t time the eonrt ha* had,

All

6. Does Essenkay Injuriously Affect the Engineer

it the school is not in sessionthe meet-

little, a

Every price

ill Essankay last?

Running Parts

Here are some of our Inducements.

Answers

Answer: Frankly, we do not know. And we prefer not to venture
a guess, as everythingin this littlebook is founded as nearly ns possible on known facts. We have been advised by scientistsFuat Essenkay is practicallyindestructible,when properly confined in casings.We
know that Essenkay ha* already lasted five years ,n “eontinuous use,
and 19 today intact as on he first day installed. Our belief is that
Essenkay is good for 20 year* of active service.

able to get here until shortly after 4
afiteruonso that the’ case got
barely under headway Tuesday. The
rase was resumH again this morning.

not reach Allegan, so he returned

long w

Now On

Is

NO Punctures NO Blowouts
Story of E&senkay

-Lone.

Grand Haven and remained over

95
25
45
65

SILKS

A Big War Picture in 8 Parts

•jyefttordayv

A

4

$1 25 sale price .......... ..... ..... .....
1 65 sale price....................
1
1 90 sale price................
1
2 25 aale price ------------------------1

Special Lot at 1-4 off.

W. Vanden Berg of New HoiHand dug himself out and came to this
/city wwterday.
— :o:—
' Bev. J. Van Zoerman of Grand Rap’ ^il* was the guest of friends in Holland

Sear-, "Roebuck

SETS

TEN PER (TNT

(roman,

a daughter.

Vrr. J.

•

CAP and SCARF

regular line of silk and cotton
waists in black, white and colors less

fleece lined

'A question period will follow the ad-

.

LADIES WAISTS
Our

UNDERWEAR

in

•Grand Kapids on legal business yester-

7B’d

TEN PER CENT

Smashed By

Saturday is Ground Hog day.
—

Ladies Underskirts

811k and Cotton less

General
P.

Agent.

CONKLIN, MICH.

S. Read my Essenkay talks every week.

a

SPRIETSMA and

28 East Eighth Street

SON®

Holland Michigan

